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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Since the introduction of electric accounting machine
(EAM) equipment, computing hardware has become increasingly
complex. The Internal speed of computers has progressed
from the Billisecond range, through the microsecond area,
and Into nanosecond timeframes. Input/output devices have
increased from 150 cards per minute Input and 200 lines of
print per minute output to speeds of ?,000 cards and 3,000
lines respectively.
The high speeds of the equipment were contrasted by
the tediously slow pace with which programmers were able
to write instructions for the computer. In an effort to
approach a reasonable level of computer utility software
techniques were developed. These accelerated the production
and implementation of functional applications. The highest
level programming language currently used, however, is the
Throughout this paper the computing equipment and
peripheral devices will be referred to as "hardware," The
program instructions and the related documentation including
flow charts, source programs, object programs and test
data which are necessary to cause a computer to react will
be referred to as "software."
1

compiler which facilitates program generation and the
manipulation of a predetermined array of data. Eacn array
or file must be defined, retrieved, and displayed 1n
accordance with a previously written program and each
application addressing that file must follow the same rigid
format.
As a result of the information revolution which has
evolved 1n recent years, it has become apparent that the
technological tools must be Improved. Managers with a
minimum of ADP knowledge must be able to extract pertinent
Information from their data bases without the usual lead time
Involved 1n program development. Software enhancements
known as data management systems (DtfS) are now being gener-
ated by major software companies under their own trade names.
This thesis will explore the theory of a OMS and
Investigate the feasibility of employment of such a system
In conjunction with the U. S. Navy's Chief of Naval Operations
Command/Management Information System (CNOCOtf/MIS)
.
SCOPE OF THI INVESTIGATION
The study will attempt to analyze the CNOCOM/MIf.,
which 1s currently being produced, to determine the data
base structure, the intended users, the maintenance require-
ments, and the operational environment in which the system
will function.

In crder to Illustrate the need for a DMS, such
areas as data accessibility, file manipulation and display
requirements will be developed through a description of the
total system. The description and subsequent amplification
will Indicate reasons for modular design as well as the
utility of combining transitional and apocalyptic approaches
1n data base construction.
RESEARCH/ANALYSIS METHODS
The nature of the thesis necessitates the extensive
utilization of orlnary source material. Reference documents
will consist of Department of Defense and Department of the
Navy directives, complemented by surveys, proposals and
reports generated by the latter department. Studies
accomplished by civilian contractors regarding CNOCOM/MIS
will also be used. Personal Interviev^ will relate the
current stages 1n development of CNOCOM/KIS, the deviations
brought about by certain events during development and the
attitudes of the designers, analysts and programmers about
their product. In addition, software/hardware consultants
will be queried regarding their executive system and DMS
packages. Technical Information to provide guidance and
evaluative techniques for the overall process of management
Information system (MIS) development will be gained from
books and periodicals.

Analysis will be primarily deductive, CNOCOV/MIS
requirements will be pitted against the contrasting caoabll-
1t1es of DMS technlnues and existing software 1n c>r<\*r to
determine the system best suited for fulfilling the desired
objectives.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter II relates the U. S. Navy's response to the
Information explosion brought about by computer technology.
It Indicates the evolution of computer utility from World War II
to the present. Toward the end of this era, 1t describes
the efforts put forth by top-level management to achieve
coordination of systems culminated by the Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) 1n CNOCOM/MIS.
Chapter III begins a description of CNOCOM/MIS by
explaining the non-functional subsystems and their necessity
and relationship 1n the system. These subsystems are the
basic driving forces for the total environment and the means
through which all tasks of CNOCOM/MIS are accomnl 1shed.
The chapter concludes with a definition of the
data base, Its design, construction method, and maintenance
techniques.
A description of the six functional CNOCOM/MIS
subsystems opens Chapter IV. These are the principles and
rules which will cause the operational applications to ho

accomplished. They are all deoendent upon the non-functional
subsystems and to a larqe deqree dependent upon their own
interfacing to fully realize their objectives.
This chapter analyzes certain key facets of the system
1n order to show the need for a DMS. It briefly describes
the system fror. the user's standpoint and the data sponsor's
position.
The fifth chapter summarizes facts pertinent to the
basic thesis question In order to build a conclusion by
deductive reasoning. The third generation (U-1108) hardware
system will be briefly discussed followed by long range plans
and/or Ideas for CNOCOM/HIS of the future.
The final section of Chapter V summarizes the
conclusions with respect to the feasibility of using a
QMS 1n conjunction with CNOCOtf/HIS 1n order to enhance data
accessibility, processing and report generation by the
non-technical data processing layman.

CHAPTER II
WHO N EEQS AN AUTOMATED MIS?
THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION
During World War II, the Navy assisted 1n the develop-
ment of electronic computers for scientific and ongineori nq
purposes. The early computers were used for 'Hgh-speed
formula evaluation. The follow-on of these computers provided
capability for business and logistics work. These computers
were constrained severely due to a lack of adequate program
storage devices. In addition, the software J1 J not provide
full range capabilities to which the Industry Is currently
accustomed.
The Navy's automated systors development has followed
an unfortunate pattern of establishing new ADP Installations
as additional applications evolved. This approach seemed
satisfactory 1n the early phase when the equipment had
limited capability and slight, 1f any, weans of rapid data
transmission. Each system satisfied a need, but in most
cases the acquisition of the system was based on the strength
of the justification which could be presented by the organ-
izational segment which had the particular job to do.

Tnere was little thought given to future Integrated systems
as each implementer devised his own standards.
Most of the Information systems in the past, and
some of tiiose still Doing designed, are concerned with the
achievement of more economic methods of collecting, trans-
porting, processing, and displaying information. This 1s
not necessarily the same as the organization and the presen-
tation of pertinent facts concerning alternative choices
available to the manager for decision-making.
A wider, more imaginative use is now being developed,
extending into middle-management and providing "as requested"
reports on a demand basis. The same data formerly used only
for routine transactions and scheduled reports can now be
selected and transformed for management control purposes.
Third generation computers have noved Information systems
Into a new phase. Computers using huoh data banks, now have
the capability of satisfying multiple users with diverse
applications. Navy management has become Increasingly
aware of the new benefits to be derived from the computer
and more areas have been Identified where the computer can
provide greater economies through the consolidation of
redundant data files and AGP equipment across functional
or application lines.

CRA OF PLANNING AND COORDINATION
In 1966, the need for control of ADP and Information
systems became evident 1n order to realize fully the
advantages afforded by computer systems. A Presidential
memorandum of 28 June, 1966, directed all government
agencies to give thorough study to new ways 1n which the
computer might be used. The Secretary of Defense further
amplified this message by proclaiming that such systerrs
should be fully responsive to management's total require-
ments and directed the standardization of data systems.
A study conducted 1n 1066, at the direction of the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), found a diffusion of ADP
responsibilities within OPNAV. The study group reccnrended
as organizational change. The recommendation called for a
strong, centralized organization to plan and direct Navy
information and data systems. Cn 2? April, 1967, the CNO
established the Navy Information Systems Branch; and 1n
January , 1968 formed the Information Systems Division
(0P-91) within the Navy Program Planning Office. At this
same time Captain R. A. Jones (OP-912), Project Officer,
headed a study group to consider the needs of the Navy for
information system support.

The efforts resulted 1n a proposed concept for a Maw
Integrated Command/Management Information System (NAICO; / 15: )
which would meet the needs. The concept, which was approved
1n September, 1968, also recognized the need for a CNO
Command/Management Information System (CNOCOM/MIS) . This
system would support the needs of the CNO and the Naval
Operations (OPNAV) staff, and would servo as the capstone
of the NAICOfi/MIS, and function as the information system
in support of the Navy Headquarters subsystem of the
Worldwide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS). 2
An implementation plan 3 for CHOCOM/WIS was approved and
promulgated 1n early 1969. The objectives of the new system
were stated as follows:
a. To improve the quality and credibility
of information at the OPNAV level.
b. To improve the timeliness of information
to the Chief of Naval Operations.
c. To preclude the duplication of infor-
mation requirements placed on subordinates.
d. To fully utilize the capabilities of the
computer to meet requirements.
e. To provide access to collected and avail-
able information by all authorized OPNAV
U, S. Department of the Navy, Report of the Navy
Stuly Group for t'avy Integrated Conmand/rtanaqement Infor-
mation Sys tem"""-" ' CT^-U' J"^» J9ii.
m
'-Planning Research Corporation, 'Chief of Naval
Operations Comnand/n?,na<jement Study Report,' PF.C R-1388,
Vol. I, January, 1970.
3 U. S. Department of the Mavy, OPNAV INST r ?00.9
Chie f o f Nav a 1 Operations C - .1/Management Information
System , February ]
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users while insuring adequate measures to
preclude unauthorized disclosure of class-
ified Information, Including "need to know"
safeguards ,
f. To be responsive to the Information require-
ments of higher authority. Specifically to
provide requested operational Information to
WWMCCS and business and Itflftlci Information
as required to the Secretary of the Navy
(SFCNAV) through the Department of the Navy
Management Information and Control Syst
(DONMICS). 1
EKPHASIS ON INTEGRATION
As a direct result of the recommendations contained
in the RAICON/MIS study and subsequent approval of the
CNOCOM/MIS implementation plan 1n February 1 9T9 , separate
but related actions were taken by the CNO Information Systems
Branch (OP-912). One such activity was an orqanlzatlonal
review of certain development &r\d 1mpl ementatlons of
Information systems. Another task, for which technical
support was provided by the Gianni r . Ratttrcl Ci rncr.it ion
(PRC), was a CNOCOM/MIS study which was conducted during the
period April to October, 19F9. Tie objective of this study
was to develop dn operational concept *or CNOCOM/HIS that
would specify the procedures and facilities necessary to






The Information Systems Division conducted a survey
concurrently with the above PRC study, to determine the
Information requirements of the OPNAV offices (OP's) for
CNOCOM/MIS. This survey consisted of Interviews, orcanlza-
tional and decision center analyses, flow path studies,
reportlno requirements and functional relationships. As
the study group completed each OPNAV office, thev nrenared
Interim Working Papers. After accumulatlna all of these
papers they consolidated the data Into a final technical
report containing survey findings on information processes,
existing and proposed automated and non-automated systems,
unfilled Information requirements and recommendations on the
possible integration of these into the overall CNOCO 7"IS
plan.
CURRENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
The Final Report revealed tiiat tne 'aval Command
Systems Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT), the Navy Information
Center (NAVIC) and other Haval Installations for which the
OPNAV officer, are sponsors, sources of input, or recipients
of output held a myriad of differing hardware and software
combinations. At NAVCOSSACT and WAVIC there were thirty-one
major systems in existence which were utilizing five typss
*U, S. Department of the Navy, NAVCOSSACT Document
No. 40A5O4 TR-1?, CNOCOH/HIS Survey of Informati on Require-
ment s , November, 19f-

1?
of central processing unit ccnffffvritlOM r*'4 | total of
nine .different compilers. * ? ar»y of tilt IJT11 'fire written
1n two or more software languacts, Iait IHI further confusion.
There were eight systems reviewed which verr co^ratcf4 It
installations other than RAVCftSSAC? f'AVIC These systems
employed four distinct hardware setr, , fivr^ conpiler'- and an
unrecorded number of assemblers. In addition to the foregoing
operational systems, twenty new systems v/ori found to be
either under developnent or pronesed for development at
the activities studied. This study bears out the intense
need for standardization. ^
REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFICATION
The total range of systems studied had bten or were
being developed to fulfill such needs ns:
(1) Mobilization requirements for Ar^y, A1r Force
and Coast Guard personnel.
(2) Mac; p lot Information renulred by ltCNftV< CM
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).
(3) Aviation statistics and reports.
(4) Fuel and ammunition inventories and planned
requirements.





(7) War game strategies.
(8) Navy cost Information.
(9) Registered publications Inventories.
(10) Southeast Aslsn Operations data.
(11) f'anDOwer management Information.
(12) Research and devel comfit and a multitude of others.
Aside from the many and varied requirements which
were being met by the existing systems, the study group un-
covered still wore needs that wore not bring met. !:1ght of
the eighteen IP Cedes surveyed, had such infilled requirements.
(OP Codes and their missions are contained In Appendix A.)
A summarization of the exlstlno systems and future systems
related to their users are shown 1n Appendices B and C
resoectl vely. Appendix P contains I Ust of activities
which require additional information and the type of data
needed by each.
As a result of the survey, snonsors were assigned
for each system. However, certain systems generated Infor-
mation wnlch could be used by many offices. An example of
this is the Navy Cost Information System sponsored by the
Navy Comptroller but used by ten OPNAV offices, ff iw44
overlap of file maintenance responsibility In these
situations where the systems cross organizational lines the
1
TM d . . pp. 8-??.
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study oroup determined 1t Host feasible to designate only
the prime or largest user as the sponsor. Sponsors
rosponsIM 1 1 fry 1 r, to purne tilt It/tttR fllos of unnecessary
Information and update the remainder 1n preparation for
Incorporation Into the CNOCOM/MIS Integrated data base.
The requirements had been Identified, and owlnq to
the nature of CNOCCW/NIS the designers decided that, until
the system btCOM fully operational, the users would be
United to top-level management (i.e., Cf!0 and his staff).
The concept would provide for information support to the
entirs CHO Stiff 19 well ss otttsfdf organizations such as
S r CNAV and JCS. The tffta base will be maintained hy th«
0°NAV organization codes assigned the sponsorship responsi-
bilities. It 1s anticipated by the CPNAV designers that
1n the short range future (5-10 years) that the media
may be expanded, for both service and maintenance, to tilt
Riddle management echelon at the Fleet level. However,
this presupposes jr.ajcr technological advancements 1n the
digital data transmission field over the next half decade.
Concerning this media, U. N« Ellinghaus, President, RtM York
Ttlephone Company, speaking as an affiliate of ATST stated:
Interview with Sarah Pillar, Head, Data Base





In the next ten years we plan a four-
fold Increase . . . .It will not consist of
more and more of the same but will Incorporate
facilities that are 1n the laboratory today
and promise vastly increased capacity--at
lower and lower costs as the decade unfolds.'
He further announced that an all digital network (es opposed
to the existing analog) 1s planned by AT&T by 1975.
SYSTEMS CONVERSION PROCESS
Concurrent with the aforementioned RAICOM/HJS Study,
the PRC Study and the general Identification and analysis of
CNOCOM/MIS requirements procurement negotiations were underway
for a third generation system to augment the existing
7090/1401-10 Installation at NAVCOSSACT. 1 Although not
formally defined at the outset of the purchase action, the
projected CN0C0M/MIS system requirements were included 1n
the specification package established for the new hardware.
The contract was awarded to the UMIVAC Division of Sperry
Rand Corporation to Install a Dual Processor 1108 system at
NAVCOSSACT. (Appendix E). While this system 1s planned
Initially to aunment the 7090/1401-1° the long range plan
1s to convert all existino applications to the 1108. This
projection 1s possible due to the Increased capacity and
Herbert Nolan, "Moving Business Pata 1s Pic ;
Business," B usines s Automatio n, December, 1970, p. W,
2 Ib1d .
^Interview with tlchn Schauer, Technical Assistant,
Chief of Naval Operations Information Systems Branch (OP-Q12T),
Washington, D. C. on January 20, 1971.
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speed of third generation hardware 1n conjunction with the
sophisticated software being designed 1rtc CNOCOH/MIS.
Together these features will fully utilize the multi-program
processing capability brought about by the third generation
technology.
Maintenance of exlstlnq applications necessitated
further analysis of the existing and planned applications
in order to bring about the most effective conversion plan.
This phase of conversion primarily addressed the total
system software conversion to the 1108, as contrasted to
the data base conversion and its integration into the
CN0C0M/MIS data base. This latter conversion will be discussed
in Chapter III.
In the project request, CfJO assigned NAVCOSSACT the
selection of systems and programs to be considered for con-
version and restricted conversion to these systems where
a minimum of reprogrammlng from one language to another was
feasible. The project request specified three tasks:
a. Develop guidelines and specific criteria
in conjunction with the n es1^n Team for
selecting systems and programs for
conversion .
b. Analyze N'AVIC operational programs, and all
functional area conversion requirements
provided by CNOCOM/fIS design Team Members and
other NAVIC users, in order to develop an
overall conversion plan.
c. Prepare a time phased conversion plan and
submit to CP-91 for approval.'
*U. S. Department of the Maw, HATCOSSACT Tocuncnt




The evaluation technique used by NAVCOSSACT considered
the physical and processing characteristics of the system.
Its potential utilization and sponsor priorities. The
evaluation process Itself was divided Into three phases
which were to: (1) establish criteria, (?) nather system
Information pertinent to the criteria; and (3) correlate
system Information with the criteria.
The criteria developed for evaluation were placed
Into three major groups: status, characteristics and
processing.
a. Status— With respect to status, the considerations
were: The responsiveness of the systen to the sponsor and
its compatibility with the CNOCOH/MIS requirements ; the
relative priority assigned by the sponsor and Its expected
life span; the condition of documentation and availability
or source material; and finally, the availability of
analysts/programmers knowledgeable of the system.
b. Character1st1cs--The characteristics pertinent
to a conversion decision which were reviewed were: the
language or languages used for each program; the number of
programs; special hardware requirements; special software
requirements; and the general complexity of the system.
c. Processing- -The interface requirements, run time
frequency as well as the estimated time and effort rtqulrtd
for conversion were comprised 1n the nrocessirn criteria factor
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During the 1rformat1 on c.ather1rr phase toe ;;AVCOSSACT
personnel reseercfer' various sources. In general, the
information pertaining to characteristics and processing were
provided by NAVIC. In addition, CKOCOM/KIS module leaders
provided Information pertaining to the system background
and potential planned Into the design structure, as will be
seen In Chapter III.
In the final major phase cf conversion analysis,
correlation of criteria and system Information, the com-
patibility of programming languages was given foremost
consideration. The programs which had heen chosen as bench-
marks for the selection cf the third generation equipment
had demonstrated that COBOL and FORTRAN could be adopted to
compile on the 1103 with a minimum of revision. The ether
major language used on the 7090 was the ^acro Assembly
Program (MAP) which was found to be incompatible with the
1108. Due to the large number of programs existing which
utilized this assembler, much consideration was devoted
to the development cf a translator preorrr to convert them.
Although this method is possible, further analysis revealed
that most of the programs assembled with MAP were elder
versions and 1f converted satisfactorily would still not
attain the level of software sophistication which will be
required by CM0C0M/MIS. Therefore, those systems or progra
for which MAP was the principle language, were considered
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poor candidates for conversion and would be redesigned and
programmed specifically for the third generation system.
There were thirty-four systems evaluated as candi-
dates for conversion. Fourteen of these systems, consisting
of 231 runs written in COBOL and FORTRAN, were selected for
conversion. At the tine of the study it was estimated that
707 man months of effort would be required to complete this
phase of the conversion task. At the present time practically
all of this phase has been completed.'
Seventeen of the systems reviewed were selected
for Immediate or eventual redesign prior to Implementation
on the 1108. These were generally the older systems written
in MAP. However, in some Instances the analysis revealed
that changes in user requirements made redesign more practical
Finally, the evaluation team determined that the
requirements for three of the systems could be satisfied by




2 Ib1d ., p. 1Q.
3~
Interview with Sarah Pillar, op. cit.
*U. S. Department of the Navy, CN0C 0M/MI S Con version






The analysts anticipate that It will take from two
to four years to accomplish the complete transfer from the
7090 to the 1108. While this timeframe, due to Its range,
appears to be no more than a guess--at least it is a beginning
toward the mammoth task of developing a futuristic cofiiputer-
1zed management information system. William Zani , speaMnr
with regard to past attempts at system design has stated:
"Traditionally, management information systems have not
really been designed at all. They have been spun off as
by-products of the process of automating or improving
existing systems . . . »• He referred to this inadequate
method as the "bottom-up" fashion. 7an1 continued on to say:
If the design of Management information systems
begins on a hin! conceot.ional level an-! on a
high managerial level as well, a company can
avoid the "batten-Up" design nhenomenon of
recent history and begin to devnlnn the real,
and very irttt potential of HIS as a tool for
modern management.
flbid . pp. 19-20.
?Wil1i- '. Zani, Blueprint for MIS," Harvard
Business Review, November - December, 1968, p. 95.
3 Ih1d., p. mo.

CHAPTER III
A LOOK AT EXISTING 3ATA WITH
RESPECT TO SYSTEM DESIGf!
Management 1nfornat1on system design determines
the operating characteristics of a system. Fundamental to
system design, however, is the definition of system objectives
which must be determined very early 1n the planning phase.
Unless these goals are clear and realistic, a responsive
system cannot be designed. The failure of management to set
such goals will hamper management's control over the develop-
ment and the entire operation of the system. Documented
system objectives prevent ambiguity and serve as the tool to
measure progress and performance during the development
and operational stages.
The design of a management information system also
requires the definition of system functions which represents
the operational requirements of the system. It must be able
to receive, process, store, and Droduce information as
required.
Although management Information systems are usually




comprise the data base of trie system, the system roust be
developed Independent of the media that will affect 1t.
R. I. Nartino, in one of his recent publications, made the
statement that, "An his is ccaioletelv defined when *c have
established its elements . . . and the decisions that lirl
them." 1
This chapter has been arranged on the basis cf
Martino's theory in order tc give the reader a knowledge
of the "hr'art 1* of the system before studying the interacting
operational functions/subsystems which will be described in
Chapter IV. Following the overview of the basic CMOCO'VMIS
principles and procedural tools which will be described 1n
this chapter, there will be a discussion of the construction
of the data base as a function of the overall system design.
CNOCOM/HIS DESCRIPTION
The system is comprised of 2 series of integrated
subsystems, designed to fulfill the present and future
information requirements of tile OPNAV staff, allowlnc them
to perform their support functions in a more efficient and
effective manner. A subsystem, in the context of CNOCOM/MIS,
1s a logical grouping of major OPNAV functions and processes
so ordered as to provide for the efficient and coordinated
'n. L. Marti no, HIS-Management Information Systems ,




development cf the entire system. CNOCOM/MIS 1$ a large
and complex system created to provide for the Information
support of the CHO and his staff as well as outside organi-
zations requiring comwunl cation Interface with the CNO. re-
employment of the subsystem technique and other new approaches
were used 1n the design and are being used to develop the
system Into a single Integrated package.
The Units of each subsystem are defined by groups
of related functions, either by decision-process criteria
or by Information-content criteria. The CNOCOM/MIS
structure embodies twelve subsystems. Six of these are
considered to be nonfunctional since they are Independent
from, but are used with, any or all of the operational
programs. The nonfunctional subsystems are: Equipment,
Software, Data Base, Input, Output, and Service. The
remaining six subsystems irB the operational types referred
to herein as functional. Included as functional subsystems
are: Executive, Planning, Programming/Budgeting/Resource
Control, Command, Staff Services, and Management. A graphic
representation of the Interface Involved among these sub-
systems 1s shown 1n Figure III-l. It Is an attempt to make
the functional and nonfunctional distinction more readily
apparent while Illustrating the need for Interface among
the subsystems.
*U. S. Department of the Mavy, NAVCOSSACT Pocument
No. 40A503 TR-01, CHOCOZ'./MIS System Design Proposal .
Description and Ivij Ian
.














This chapter 6tscr1b«l till levelcpr^nt of the
sy3tor>'s basic tcols prior to i Hscussion of the
Integrated utilization of these tools In the or?rat1cna!
system which will te nresentsc' ir till Mxt charter.
NONFUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS
The terr. "nonfunctional," If spoiled to these
subsystems, s1 unifier indirect support tf system users as
opposed to those subsystems which are directly nlsslnr
oriented (functional). Ir. addition to providing Indirect
support to tilt nissinn nrien*ed pirtl It til system, t,hr-r> r-
software segments If Pri ework around which Iki
organizational entity known as the CNOCOM/HIS Systems
Service 1s built. The following pages will provide a
general description of the subsystems contents and roles
in the Integrated system.
Software Subsystem
This subsystem consists of a body of coordinated
principles 2 and the related actions required 1n order to
provide all of the nonfunctional software for CN0C0tf/*IS,
These principles are essential to the subsystem since software
'CAOCQH/ftlS Systems Service 1s an QPNAV organizational
entity which operates as an ADP service bureau for OMAV.
2
"Principles," as used throughout this paper, refers




which will be Incorporated Into the system will originate
from hardware manufacturers, software contractors and from
the existing second generation software with which the
CNOCOM/MIS must Interface. Software can never be assumed
to be static. It 1s, and will continue to be, affected by
the equipment configuration used as well as the hardware
of the Interfacing systems. Compilers and assemblers may
have to be augmented to facilitate handling of specific
tasks, but most Important, data management systems (DMS)
must be studied to determine the need for and benefits to
be gained from such systems. At this time, no DMS which
has been analyzed will completely satisfy the specifications
necessary to complement and enhance the advanced system
being developed. The changing data transmission/communication
media causes still another software problem. There 1s a
continuing effort on the part of telecommunication exoerts
to perfect an all«d1g1tal network which will permit wider
computer- to- computer communication.
The principles of this subsystem Include:
(1) Providing flexible selections of
required assemblers/compilers for
source/machine languages (e.g.,
"ANSI COBOL," "FORTRAN," etc.).
(?) Fulfillment of CN0C0M/MIS-w1de
software requirements.





(?) Maintaining software Interfaces, ret
only among CNOCOM/MIS Subsystems, but
al?c vith higher i ecual, or latter level
systems and communications networks
(e»f., integrative CNOCOM/MIS ?r? LDMX
software)
.
(4) Coordinating of maaafaetarer ana* other
software contributions to the subsystem,
Including Its operating cempl 1 i r/attevbler,
data management, and special capability
components.
(5) Augmenting manufacturer capabilities
with ether capabilities based on
demonstrable needs which cannot be
cthervjise aatlsfled (e,g., software
for simulation or automatic flow chart-
1 ng J
«
(6) Exploiting the direct access capa-
bilities o^ the available equipment
configuration in consonance with the
Equipment Subsystem's principles,
(7) Providing nonfunctional software support
in response to functional subsystem
requirements based on NAVCOSSACT's
development and/or selection of the
optimum DMS and the need to augment the
manufacturer's softv^a^e capabilities
during various CNOCOM/MIS development
phases.
(8) Ensuring software responsiveness to
equipment configuration or reconfir-
uration needs.
(9) Interim consolidation, for management
purposes, of second-generation software
maintenance pending its replacemei
by third-generation equivalents.
>nt
The Software Subsystem consists of five modules which
are: Operating (system); Compiler/Assembler; Data Management
(system); Second Generation Software; and, Special Capabilities.
(See Figure III-2)
1 U. S. Department of the Navy, CNOCOM/MIS System

































for the UNIVAC-1108, which is called "EXEC 3" 1s written
and maintained by UN I VAC. It operates 1n a mul tlprogrammlng
node 1n a multiprocessing environment. Remote input/retrieval
and asynchronous processing are two of the futures of "FXEC 8"
which will be exploited to the fullest by CNOCOM/MIS. This
system provides for efficient communication between the




All the compilers and
assemblers will be identified as subnodules to this nodule.
Those now included are: ANSI COBOL, FORTRAN V, JOVIAL and
an assembler. Others may be added as required under a
"Miscellaneous Submodule.
Data management (system) module . Data Management
1s a vital task in the development of CNOCOM/MIS applications.
The more complex the Interrelationships of the various
functional and nonfunctional subsystems becomes, the
greater the need is for a OMS that can handle files exped-
iently, effectively and efficiently. MAVCOSSACT has
evaluated eighteen systems on this basis and have found
none to be completely compatible with the needs of CNOCOM/MIS
1
U. I, Department of the Navy, CNOCOM/MIS Systen
Design Proposal , or. ci
t
. , p. 56.
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Those evaluated Identified If1th their producers are:
"CFSS" (Service Cureau Corporation) ; "COGENT III" (CSC);
"DIPS" (NAVCOSSACT); "DM-1" (Auerbach); "DMS" (Whitlow);
"FORGE" (Burroughs); "GIN" (TRW); w 0IS" (IBM); "IDS" (CF);
"IMS" (IBM); "MARK IV" (Informatics); "NIPS" (NMCSSC); "PRISM"
(Cybernetics); "RAPID" (CDC); "RFMS" (University of Texas);
"SCORE" (Atlantic Software); "TD?<S" (SDC); and "XIMS" (UNIVAC). 1
(A more detailed description of the evaluation process will
be addressed later in this paper.)
Second genera tlon software module
.
The principles
and actions related to this module specifically include
directing, managing, and/or r,ion1tor1ng the second generation
software. By Its very nature, in a third-generation environ-
ment, this module 1s temporary. Its function will be relegated
to the capacity of case-by-case maintenance until all syste
have been either converted or redesigned for th1 rd-generat1on
Implementation. Conversion or redesign of programs written
for second generation hardware is necessary 1n order to fully
utilize the advantages of Increased processing speed and
the more capable executive software provided 1n a third
generation system. After that has been completed the module
will remain dormant unless it 1s further required when, and if,
u. S. Department of the Navy, NAVCOSSACT Document
No. 51A002 TR-01 , A Study and Evaluation of [;ata Manaoeir.ent
Systems
.
May 19C9, n. 15.
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more elaborate communication facilities necessitate Inter-
face with second generation software at remote sites.
Special capabilities module . This module consists
of seven submodules which Include utility programs and
routines which will assist programmers 1n the areas of
documentation, sorting, conversion, editing and canned
mathematics routines. Presently available from the manu-
facturer are "SORT/MERGE," "PERT," "MATH-PACK/STAT/PACK,"
"DOC" and "UNADS." The last two are text editing program*
used 1n preparation of documentation. Programs for
automatic flow-charting and simulation, which are not
available from UNIVAC will be purchased from another vendor.
Equipment Subsystem
This subsystem consists of a collection of software
principles that govern the optimum utilization and Integra-
tion of on-site hardware, remote terminals and communication
capabilities within the CNOCOH/MIS workload definition. The
function to be performed by the Equipment Subsystem 1s to
reduce the requirements placed upon 1t to specific equipment
tasks providing the necessary interfacing with external
systems and communications networks. The scope of equipment
so controlled Includes all of that which 1s reaulred to
support the CNO and his staff.
The principles which define the task of the
Equipment Subsystem are to provide:
Uvi
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(1) A»i Integrated network of computers,
peripheral devices, communications
and remote ternlnal configurations.
(?) Improved reliability and ensured
continuity of operation.
(3) Data processing and transmission speeds
capable of concurrently supporting
a variety of CNOCOM/NIS applications.
(4) Adequate capacity tc Meet current arc*
future CMOCOH/f'ilS processing reaui re-
gents.
(5) A communications network capable of
supporting the exchange of secure
information between remote terminals
anu the NAVIC Augmentation System 1n
a timely manner. ,
(< ) A random access capability.
There are five modules embodied 1n the Enuloment
Subsystem which ar^: Remote Terminal Configuration Control;
UNIVAC 1108 Equipment; Communications; Second Generation
Equipment, and Other Components. (See Figures III-3) A
description of «?ach of the nodules follows.
UNIVAC 1108 eouipment module
.
Tne primary objective
of this module is to provide for expanded data processing
capabilities to augment the facility at NAVIC which, for
years, has been at the saturation point. The recorded
operating time over the past few years has slightly exceeded
ninety percent. The idle time Included both maintenance
and down time.
In addition to the 1108, a UNIVAC 9300 Remote Patch
Terminal It NAYIC will provide the 0PNAV module leaders
'&. S. Department of the Navy, CN0CQE7 'IS System
Design Proposal , op. c 1
1
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with the equipment necessary to fulfill bo- ir
-lesion
arvd production needs.
This module 1s extended to Include the line and
Its peripheral eouiprcnt located at the ccr outer site
(NAVC0S5ACT, Washington ?<avy Yerc!) and thl re—ti terminals
operated at that site. Any other renot.es are considered
to be under the jurisdiction of, first, the Communication
Module and, second, tne Remote Termin nl Configuration
Module
The main Interface with the UNIVAC 1108 Equipment
this Module is the Software Subsystem which assists the
module In adjusting the mix of equipment configuration
requirements to meet each user task 1n a timely manner In
relation to the needs of all other concurrent users.
Communications module
.
The primary task of this
nodule 1s to plan, design and implement a secure network
to sunport the exchange of information between user-
operated remote ten inals and the central computer site.
It will be the responsibility of this module to seek cut
the most economical, efficient and technically feasible
means of ensuring secure transmission between the mainframe
and the anticipated mixture of diverse remote terminal
configurations employed. Physically, this responsibility
beqlns at the point where the data transmission is ready
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to leave the 1108 and ends when the data enters the first
element of any remote configuration. All equipment which
lies between these two points are within the purview of the
Communications Module Processes which will be Included are
logical switching, routine, multiplexing and queuelng, all
of which must be tightly controlled In order to optimize on
both time and facilities while guarding the security class-
ification of the data being transmitted. At the present
time, there are no media available for digital transmission
which will adequately handle classified/privileged and
unclassified data simultaneously. Although such a feature
was desired in the new equipment, when the procurement
prepared the specifications for distribution to the hard-
ware contractors for bidding, it had been eliminated since
no manufacturer could produce equipment to such a stringent
specification. This troublesome area 1s under further
investigation since maintenance of national security will
prohibit mixed-mode operation until a completely satisfactory
solution 1s found. This 1s probably the largest problem
facing the CN0C0M/MIS environment. Likewise, it will
probably be the sole factor limiting total system integra-
tion to top management and depriving the system of nearly
Interview with Sarah Pillar, op. cit.

Hdirect access to the entire range of classified Information
being constantly generated by remote middle-managers.
Remote terminal configuration control module . The
objective 1s to define the requirements for combinations
of remote I/O devices in support of the needs of the OPNAV
staff personnel and the principles to be Invoked in their
use. The scope of the governing principles begins where
the Communication Module responsibility expires (I.e., at
the first Incoming element of any remote configuration). It
Includes standard interfacing devices required to control
combinations of remotes and/or perform a multiplexing function.
Although the data-link requirements have been acknow-
ledged and addressed by the module leaders in their equipment
specifications, procurement of the actual remote devices
has been held up due to a few significant factors which
continue to be uncertain. One of the major problems to be
surmounted 1s the one previously discussed with relation to
the communications module-security.
Federal Standard 222 Indicates the acceptable level
of radio frequency (RF) radiation which may emanate from
data transmission equipment. Three possible alternatives
have been considered to overcome this problen, which are:
(1) Installation of RF shielding around all terminal devices;
(2) procure only terminals that meet Federal Standard 222;
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and (3) request waivers for terminals which will not meet
the Federal standard.
First, the cost involved 1n the shielding alternative
could make the use of remotes for handling secure data
prohibitive. Secondly, as discussed earlier, there are
currently no manufacturers with equipment capable of satis-
fying all of the needs of security which Includes the
restraints Imposed by Federal Standard 222. Finally, after
exhaustive research, the module leaders are tending more
toward the dispensation approach. To date, however, this
has not been done because it is a compromise and 1s not




this module Includes the responsibility for all second-
generation computers and peripheral equipment for which
procurement has been funded by CNO. It will consist of a
perpetual inventory of this hardware which 1s available to
provide the capability to reconfigure existing equipment
for which CNO Is responsible, 1n the event such an Interface
requirement emerges. When all Intended users of CNOCOK/MI
S
have been converted to either third-generation hardware or
have been provided with an adequate software Interface with





The primary objective of
this segment will be to conduct an Inventory of equipment
not included 1n the other four equipment modules. It will
necessitate conducting an initial Inventory of all such
equipment which Includes, for example, electrical accounting
machines, reproduction machines and labor saving devices,
closed circuit televisions, time-sharing equipment (except
that used 1n conjunction with the CNOCOM/MIS 1108), and
third generation equipment other than the CN0C0M/MIS 1108
configuration.
Data Base Subsystem
The Data Base Subsystem is comprised of a set of
principles and related actions as opposed to the data base
itself (the accumulation of data upon which the subsystem
principles and actions are applied). The principles consist
of a data base maintenance and coordination role by which:
(1) The data base is updated or other-
wise addressed.
(?) Storaoe locations of randomly-accessible
data are automated.
(3) The content of the deta base 1s
recorded, whether or not part of that
content itself is automated, (e.g., an
automated record of unautomated data.)
(4) 0PNAV--1nterest date elements and
their specimens are named, defined,
coded, and automated (e.o., the element
H 0P Code" and Its specimens, "OP-01,"
"OP-03," etc.).
(5) CPNAV--1nterest data 1s translated Into
one or more of Its diverse forms
needed for total system coordination.
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(f) Tcita is arrancpd for UtlNtld filing
and identified with the fields,
records, and files in wMch the data
resides or will reside.
(7) Attribute data about units which are
of interest to the Navy (not.necessarl ly
K«vyl fl units) are automated.
This subsystem will be user-oriented and Its inport-
ance lies in tiie ability to accept data in either uniform
or diverse form, record it, maintain it. Index 1t, and cross
reference it for direct or quasi-direct access 'cpen^ont
upon the size of the file and the relative priority of the
user. Files will Include: those of general Interest to
OPNAV users, those of parochial interest, and summaries of
either or both of the foregoing.
The Data Base Subsystem consists of five modules
which are: Data Base Files Structure; t'nlt Information;
Data Directory and Dictionary; Data Translation and Data
Maintenance (See Figure III-4).
Data directory and dictionary nodul e. This nodule
has been subdivided into two separate suhmodules by the
module leader since the functions of the directory, while
closely related to that of the dictionary, are quite
diverse in nature. This emphasis is made by the following
comparison of the submodule principles.
1
U. S. Department of the Navy, CN0C0W/"IS System




















































1) Automated tfctl only (1) All data in the base 1
2) Where data Is (in sy<: ( ) What data 1s
(3) Coded data location (3) Data names, definition,
al 1 ases correlation-links,
etc.
(4) Coordinated processing (4) Coordinated management
of data of data
(5) Indirect discourse with (j) Direct discourse with ;
llir (via software) (via lists, publications,
etc.
)
The Head of the Data Case Subsystem L-ranch,^ indicated
that the most bas^c distinction could be drawn in the fact
that the Dictionary contains information concerning data
elements whether they are automated or not, while the
Directory's primary function is the location of machinable
data within the Integrated data base. She Indicated a
possibility that a "pointer" lytttfl p-$y op incorporated Into
the Directory for the purpose of retaining the external
location of non-automated data.
This module Includes the body of principles and
actions which governs the Identification of existing data
elements and their sub-elements (specimens), the required
establishment of new ones, the cataloging of diverse for
of data used to represent the same information, and locating
such data 1n random access storage.
Data base used herein refers to the entire reservoir
of data available to CM COM/Mil, regardless of whether such
data may or may not 'jo automated or physically incorporated
1n a file at a riven ti .




Unit Information module . The applicable principles,
and actions of this nodule are Intended to be used to main-
tain data specifically attributable to the units that are
of Interest to the Navy (I.e., ships, aircraft, facilities).
This data will be both variform and uniform dependent upon
the files scanned. The principles of this module are: To
Identify what Information about units 1s required; to
determine the best sources of such Information; to decide
which data should be automated; to analyze the optimum
means of tailoring output to satisfy each unit's Information
needs; and, to determine which data should be extracted
from existing source data.
All unit Information 1s subject to the scrutiny of
the Data Directory and Dictionary Module before 1t 1s allowed
to enter the data base Initially. At one time or other
the Unit Information Module will be used by every module
of the Data Base Subsystem as well as interfacing with all
nonfunctional subsystems as the need arises. It 1s also
expected that this module will Interface with most, 1f
not all, of the functional subsystems.
Data translation module . This module Identifies,
correlates, displays for comparative analysis, and trans-
lates data which exists 1n a variety of forms Into the
standard form for all of that subject matter (e.g., USS





U synonymous), T ; >cept cf operation cf tali hil
Is not or.ly tc Identify syooiyaa or related re rl fen el
t
tents
cf data, Lut ulsc tc continuously d1i-ir.ir! the size of the
data base ty eliminating syaeny qui yarlfori data, thus
raduclnfi repetition ir, the files.
The Input Subsystem (discussea later in this
Chapter), provide! the capability to tstabilsh, Maintain
end query any varifcrr: cata found to exist In the data
A predominant version of the varlfcrr \ 111 be selected
as the standard by the Data Translation Module. However,
the Input of any one of the synonymous varl forms will allow
output of all aynonynous data required by the OPHAV users.
File structure nodule
.
The principles and related
actions of tills Moduli ere used to Identify ell of the
data files available to CHOCQM/MIS and the specific content
of each file. The concept under which it operates is tc
establish one record for each CNOCOH/MIS automated file.
It further correlates these records and generates intra-
flle linkages 1n order for 3 relationship to exist among
related data elements contained in different files. Tea
link to all such data 'ill reside In the Data fJ 1 rectory and
Dictionary Nodule File.
The File Structure Nodule a 1n addition to establish-
ing an Individual record for each CNOCOK/I IS--1nterest file.
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Indicates its scope (e.g.. Navy-w1de), function (e.g.,
logistics), usage scope (e.g., DOD wide), originator (e.g.,
NAVCOSSACT), etc. The output products from this nodule's
files Hill be used primarily by the Service Subsystem for
data base management and system control.
Data base maintenance module
.
This module 1s
responsible for ensuring the Integrity of the data base
content by coordination of Its Input and output supports.
It will employ Input which has already satisfied validation
criteria of the Input Subsystem and in conjunction with the
Software Subsystem will provide for all nonfunctional
requirements for data base maintenance.
Some of the editing features Involved when this
module 1s interfaced with functional subsystems (In order
to ensure complete Integrated and standard updating of the
data base) Include: certified access, security clearance,
identification of input type and Its originator, diagnostic
rejection data and data needed for routing control.
Auditing capabilities will Include tracing of Input
data which was addressed to one or more fields for up-
dating. This procedure will uncover broken links In the
updating process, or Identify those elements which are
catalogued for updating regularly, but for which no data
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has been received In the Input cycle. In such Instances
the Data Sponsor would be notified to provide new data or
have the update flag removed.
A United search and retrieval capability, similar
to the tracer concept previously described, will be pro-
grammed Into this module along with the standards and
operating procedures for the data base query process.
Input Subsystem
This subsystem will provide the mechanism for the
collection of raw Information input to the CNOCOM/MIS data
base and the methods and procedures to Incorporate the
Input requirements levied upon subordinate organizations
by OPNAV Into a single systematic entity. By these
procedures the duplication of input requirements (data
already being acquired) should be significantly reduced,
and by working in conjunction with the Data Directory and
Dictionary Module, the Data Translation Module and the
Software Subsystem 1t will provide an effective means of
controlling the Information conveyed to the data base.
In essence, this subsystem has the ability to
define the parameters, by which data either does or does
not meet the criteria, for induction into the data base,
and the logic and Instructions to determine how the quali-
fied and/or unqualified elements should be processed.
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The Input Subsystem objectives and rules as
follows:
(1) Increased automation of output
to OPNAV.
(2) Reduction of reporting require-
ments.
(3) Provision of an Integrated report
directory and flexibility 1n sequenc-
ing directory content.
(4) Provision of an Interface with other
information svstens and programs.
(5) Streamlining the method for the
acquisition, control, validation,
emission, and access for all data enter-
ing the automated data base.
(6) Automated support for reports manage-
ment. '
The Input Subsystem is comprised of three modules:
Input Requirements Analysis; Input Processing; and, Input
Management. (See Figure III-5) A description of the
module follows.
Inout requirements analysis module. This module
will provide the parameters, methods and procedures necessary
to determine the sources of data for CNOCOM/MIS. The
incoming data will be fully analyzed either by the System
Service personnel, by computer, or both, 1n en effort to
consolidate the reporting requirements placed on activities
by eliminating duplication and selecting the best source
to act as Data Sponsor. To do this, all Input will be
1 U. S. Department of the Navy, CNOCOM/MIS System
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checked against report directories and dictionaries,
tflta dictionaries and non-CNOCOM/HIS report Inventories.
Input processing module
.
This nodule consists of
two submodules 1n order to perform a dual purpose type of
edit.
The Edit Processing Procedures Sut>module will
control, edit and preprocess all Input data. This could be
considered a cursory review carried out in coordination
with the functional component having interest 1n the particular
data. This phase will check for luch 1tens cs classifi-
cation, priority and certain errors 1n data in order to
determine basic modes of operation.
The Source Data Editing Submodule will Include the
computer programming required for full editing of all
Input data. It will be perform i iflth coordination from
tilt functional component developers and will be tailored
to »aeet all of toe specific editing requirements necessary
to the functional co-iponents and the Data Base Subsystem
prior to entry Into the data b->sr>. The Input to the
Input Processing 'laddie will be raw data from any source
and the output will he validated and ready for entry Into
the data base.
Input management nodule . The tools needed for the
Input data management function will be established in this
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module. They will consist of Instructions, controls and
procedures necessary to manage the entire mass of Input.
A central record will be established for all Input data I**
an Input Directory. This directory will be used to
screen proposed Information requests against extant
data. It will contain the following Information pertaining
to each request that has passed through the Input Subsystem:
(1) CNOCON/MIS Control Number (consecutive numbers
assigned by System Service personnel)
(2) Inout Identifier (name of the report of Input data)
(3) Classification (security)
(4) Material Date (date when Input data 1s due)
(5) Period Covered by Input (time span of
data validity)




This Subsysttl 1s I representation of the needs of
the users of gll levels. It will be dlrectlv related to
the functional subsystems and will he geared to the require-
ments specified by the users. The principles applied 1n
the Output Subsystem require the cost-effective coordination
and control of all output requirements. Its objective is
to provide the Information authorized to the requester in

the medium and format desired. It v.ill provide Interfacing
methods, procedures, ana certain conputer programs nec-
essary to manage, control and produce the desired outout.
Although most if the programs tailored to specific output
requirements will be accomplished as part cf the cognizant
functional subsystem, all output must be in conformance with
the standards and procedures developed 1n the subsystem.
The Output Subsystem consists of three mo-Jules:
Output Requirements Determination; Output Processing; and,
Output Management. (3ee Figure III-6)
Output requirements determination .iQilulo . From
t«iis module, the Btthods, procedures and standards for
analyzing the requirements for information retrieval will
be derived. TMs capability will support OPNAV through the
System Service.
Output processing module . The methods, procedures
and controls for all output producing programs and other
operational functions necessary to format, prepare and
assemble output, materials will be Included 1n this module.
The procedures prepared herein include special handling for
classified data, high priority control, and erroneous data
routines. External programs used in processing output will
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Inherent to this < lule but theso will ! itHctly routine
to complement the programming <lwo fn the functional
subsystems
.
T';r Input to m tu1< '•. Ml be the data retrieved
from the data base and the output v i 1 1 consist of this data
1r the forw of reports or c responses which will he
Input to the Output Management Rodult.
Output »iana'.j':^ent noU»l''
.
Provided hy this moduli
will be the management tools required for the eoordlaatloa
of scheduling and security systems necessary for preparation
of the outout reculred by the overall system. Output
management functions will Include:
(1) Fstabllshment and maintenance if CNOCOM/MIS
output policies and procedures.
(2) Coordination of all output.
(3) Establishment of concents oertaininc *o
output product acceptability ind Maintenance of those
standards
.
(4) The development of procedures for reworking
previously unacceptable work cons1s*ort i - 1 th the ~: iling
reoul regents.
Similar to the Input Management HodttlOi Mile module
loqs proposed output 1n a directory for scre^nino against
previously registered resort:, itl in the dictionary, and
formats available in the dictionary, 1n an effort to prevent

duplication d/ br1; it to the user's attentlc . ricn.ents
of datvi cor i In this Output 71 rectory ;» i 1 1 :
(1) CNOCO ' ' output Control Number (consecutive
number assicjnc>J fcy tha iorvlcs Subsyst<
(?) it .>eport/ rJ3t«^ Title (nana anil brief
description)
(3) Classification (security
(4) Activity Requesting Report
(5) CflO€0*/JUS Design Control Number (the Individual




This subsystem will provide the OPNAY staff with the
system analysis and procedural development necessary for
the fruition of standardization. Integration and the general
snooth f»ftCt1o«1nj of CHOCOH/HIS,
It provides the methods and procedures tc determine
the validity of new requirements on the data bnse. Further
procedures established i.*1ll Include such ir * s certify-
ing authority to determine what types of ^inta shoitl.'
sdnltted tc the data base and who should have accos .
1 Ib1d., Appendix D.
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In conjunction with the Input and Output Subsystems,
this subsystem will provide the mechanise frr -^ter^inlng
whether the existing capabilities can be reworl-pi to satisfy
the request or if a totally new reouiremcr x has to be
recognized and a new capability provided.
The Service Subsystem is made ud of three modules,
which are: Data Base Management; System Control Procedures;
and, Customer Services. (See Moure II 1*7)
Jald Jtisu :'u»n«H)enont Module . T.iis fill include pro-
cedures necesiar^ to support tne CttOGQM/ IIS System Service
in the following ways: Coordination of data Bolt requirements;
standardization of data type; entry and purging of data
from the data base; ami, maintaining accounting records
and performing budget and planning functions related to
the data lase. In all of these instances, there rust be
complete coordination with the Data Fase Subsystem.
System control procedures Bodule. Administrative
11 JH I.— II.Wl . HWIHW . ll l l. il I lit—!*—in—>—»<—..! Will »!!—^M. IIW.H1 I —
policy, procedures lad control* will be a function of this
module. System Sorv^Ci persinnel will perform the following
function! under tot Authority •-> l*v:*ted o Certifying
Authority, the Vict Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO)l
das 1 gnat1oi of organizations to perform functional roles;
granting antnorlxatlon for access tc data; recoijweneatlon of







































development of budget and planning Information for CflOCOM/MIS;
and, selection of data sources.
Customer service module . The personnel Included
within the scope of this module carry out the procedures devel
oped for them by higher authority. Their tasks will Include:
(1) Validation of user requirements
{?) Compilation of user subject--1nterest listings
(user profiles)
(3) Preparation of data snonsor/user designation
(4) Assisting users 1n specfying requirements
(5) Analyzing requirements against existing data
base content
[$) Providing programming service (United)
(7) Maintenance of system software integrity
(8) Recommending Application Sponsors
(9) Identifying sources and Initiating action to
obtain data for users
(10) Administering access authorizations
(11) Providing ADP technical advice or referral





> P———I— m limn i —
The data base of a management information system
must contain elements structured in such a way to *orm I
workable base for the system operation. If the nonfunctional
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subsystems designed Into a system could be referred to as
the "heart" of a system, then certainly the data base would
be considered to be the "lifeblocd" of that system. Without
the latter element the former has no need to function, and
without the former the latter 1s useless.
In the CNOCOM/MIS concept, the middle management
echelon will provide the top management staff with Input
for the data base. This data v/111 be adequately massaged
by the appropriate OPNAV offices to check 1t for validity
before 1t Is given to the System Service personnel for input
to the system files. (See Appendix A) Top management can
then query the data base for Information to assist in
decision making and policy planning.
"The Information elements 1n the data base must
be structured Into a workable Information base. This
structuring 1s the key to the system . . ." and 1s one if
the most Important considerations to the designers. The
degree of relationship and integration of the data elements
will vary considerably depending on the source of the
elements, the mix of the variables used 1n a solution and
the objective of the user. Ideally, however, a code or
descriptive data field will be constructed 1n such a manner
Interview with Sarah Pillar, cp. cit
.
2Norman L. Enger, Putting MIS to Work; "anaging the
'Management Information System
,
(Now York: An-ori can
Management Assoc, Inc., 1959), p. 41.
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that It will suffice for the needs of any user. For
example, a Unit Identification Code (UIC) should connote
the same meaning to the Captain of a ship as it does to the
Comptroller of the Navy, the CNO, or the Secretary of
Defense* Any deviation from the standard UIC must be desig-
nated by another name and unique characteristics.
Faced with the formidable task of developing a data
base strong enough to support CNOCOM/MXS, the members of the
Data Base Subsystem Branch began their chore.
Utility of Data
The tools available to the team, whose project It
was to construct the CNOCOM/HIS data base, consisted of the
results of the previous studies and the survey discussed in
the background contained in Chapter II. The primary object-
ive of the survey held 1n 1369 was to determine what Infor-
mation systems were 1n existence within OPNAV; second, to
determine if the systems were fulfilling the needs of their
sponsors; third, to evaluate the validity of nee6 for the
data being generated; and fourth to determine what addi-
tional data were required by the sponsors that were not
being furnished by the existing systems.
Although the intent of this survey was not to
Identify and analyze each data element being used by the
many sponsors, the results pointed out that the Information
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could be categorized by sponsor, since each sponsor
required a degree of unique data. It was recognized by
the data base designers/analysts that there was a consider-
able degree of commonality between users but the survey
was not sufficiently definitive to indicate accurate percent-
ages of such "cross-organ1zational-l1nes H data. This is
still an unknown factor. However, as the files are actually
constructed the file levels technique tc be employe] will
cause the appropriate links to be made between the files.
As a result of having the sponsor update his own data,
associated files will also be updated. Therefore, while it
is necessary to recognize the existence of commonality, it
will be self adjusting in relation to its accessibility and
maintenance.
By Investigating the results of the survey (Appendices
B, C, and D) and conducting more exhaustive interviews
regarding file details with the OP code personnel, the Data
Base Subsystem team was able to determine that apDroxirnately
75 percent of the information requirements critical to the
performance of the OPNAV mission are currently contained
within the existing systems. Having made this discovery, it
was necessary to decide whether to use this data or begin
'Interview with Sarah Pillar, op. cit .

anew in the task of data base construction. ^hlle there
is agreement that a gradual conversion to an HIS is necessary,
there is not always agreement as to whether the new Imple-
mentation should use the existing historical data files.
Robert V. Head, hftl addressed this problem, lie refers to
the alternative approaches as "transitional" and "apocalyptic. n
He goes on to explain his terms as follows:
Advocates of tne transitional approach
argue that, since an MIS is largely para-
sitic anyway, it is only logical to try to
interface 1t with existing files and systems.
They argue further that the typical company
has an erroneous investment . . . 1n these
systems, and that this Investment must be
protected and written off over as long a
period as possible.
Partisans of the apocalyptic philosophy
base their arguments largely on indictment of
the efficiency and adequacy of existing systems,
asserting that it 1s better to start anew
than to pour good money after bad attempting
to perpetuate "second generation" system
concepts into third cr perhaps fourth -j
generation management information systems.
The decision reached by the team was to use what
seemed to be the best of each approach to develop the base.
By design, CNOCOM/NIS was never intended to be merely a
parasite but to be a dynamic system which would make the
data Integrated into the data base work for the system.
In this respect the decision could be seen as having
"apocalyptic" tendencies. However, the designers felt
Robert V. Head, "The Elusive MIS," Datamation
.
Vol . 16,
No. 10, September 1, 1970, pp. 25-? r .
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that It wos mere economical to salvage as much existing
data as possible without approachinc, tht threshold of
"pouring good Money after had." This measure of utilizing
existing data files could he considered the transitional
part of the decision.
Data Sponsors Assigned
After reviewing the QPNAV requirements, thi Dltt
Base personnel determined that each Op-Code would he
designated as the Data Sponsor for all the Information
contained in Its existing systeni files. As Dttfl Sponsor
each OP-Code was Instructed to analyze the specific data
elements 1n each separate system 1n relation to the current
requirements of that office. This analysis, which is
presently Le1n§ accomplished, v.111 produce levels of infor-
mation grouped into data element far.ilies known as data
sets. The major classification of each family unit will be
distinct from the others. The sub-levels of information
within each family will describe specific aspects of that
Information family. While each family unit will exist
Independently within Its own boundaries, the units may be
associated with each other to describe i larger universe
of which they are all members. A more detailed analysis
at the sponsor level will then scrutinize tfef synonymous
data elements to determine 1f standardization exists or
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is feasible. F. Tenant nan?, field size and field configuration
(I.e., alphabetic, numeric, s; 1 character or combinations
vlth regard to character position) are those factors which
roust he 1n complete agreement \i f h the parent data element
c
oro the data II a*tat beiro, compared nay be called a
synonym \ / 1 1 1 be allowed to remain in the data base. It
will br. so ioen'lfiefi hy means »f the Data Ball L'ictlonary
which will I1nl> synonyms to a common definition. However,
1 f the synonymous title $1 not needed for clrrity 1t will
be replaced with the standard title by the Data Sponser.
Such a review and analysis iff 11 he conducted by Tata
Sponsors until each data element 1s massaged and purified.
Each new element will then be nanually annotated on a form
and keypunched into a standard Interim format to be used
for loading the data base.
Data Directory and Dictionary
The 1nter1r format will be used since, by des1f,r,
no data shall at anytime he incorporated directly Into the
data base. It rust firct withstand the rlcors of stringent
machine validation. Frllowlno, this validation, each element
will be subjected to an automated Data Translation 1n order
to perform a Data dictionary review, as Indicated earlier,
tc determine conmcnallty between rec,u1 rcner.ts of different
Pata Sponsors, or of these elements overlooked by
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indi vUIui'l Sponaor whITf porfort)1*i Ms rdit. If found
tc be a lyROayai fctttl in existing data cl( , its naM v1 1
1
Lt recorded in lit dictionary with other information pertin-
ent t(. Ihtl data floi crt. The nc-\< ryrcpyr I?111 tbtp he
recorded in the Datl Directory as £ sub-element of the
parent d?.ta e1enent. l\ is tMl file which will contain the
address if tnat '. in the CROCOK/HIS data baiO, '.'hen
da A,a is update- avd. too Data Dictionary Indicates that
there arc 1 bli ayManyBig the Data "1 rectory revi*
will further identify the additional records and files which
must also be updated. Likewise, this sane kind of chaining
is accompl libod aach tirae a query is received so that all
existing data available in the data base may ba reviewed
for possible extraction to satisfy the user's requirements.
It 1s an extrcnely Important facet in the design of the
system since all information cannot reside 1n the computer
memory simultaneously for manipulation.
Functional Structure
While studying the multitude of requirements placed
on the system by OPNAV users, and thp classes of data needed
to respond to each user's n?ed, 1t became apparent to the
data base designers that a functional division of information
seemed most feasible. The functions selected were ships,
Interview with Sarah Pillar, op. cit .

aircraft and facilities sine esc seei bo include all
rets of tne Naval establish! '. - thli function;
I It wai |/r.: 1bl<j to have the l .roup of
nsors responsible for an entire function* r ! 1s alsi
IHtated Initial data base construction since the sponsors
existing files were generally built •round the?*, functional
areas.
Within each function u ill be the data necessary to
define and/or describe tivt functional area. That inforna-
tion will prinarily consist of data sets, or units of the
overall function (1. e., a ship, an aircraft « a fcclllty
would each he one data set within the specific functional
aret). Each 4*ta set is tben described by the elements
which wake it up along with information about it. Seam
of these subsets Include the static Identification features,
plannlny milestones, movement activities, manpower,
materials required for Its support and other pertinent
information categories. This blending of information
pertaining to the lowest element of a functional area Into
a record/data set which will completely describe that unit
1s the objective of integration. It is difficult to achieve
and, although viewed by many as the epitony of a nmnaqement
information system, it 1s necessary to, first, determine 1f
such a data base is feasible and, second, weigh the benefits

generated by such in tec, rat ion ir, re 1 atten tc tai u
to attain it.
Cost»*enef1t analystl was doi.e Ly tee tear con-
rectlng thi <N ;a Last and it v.as decided that tit best
flexibility could be mall ted by fornulatim; tv;o files for
each data set (both of which will Nitda 1 r direct acct ss
»e»ory). bir.ee top i,:ar.agee.ti,t rarely queries a tile
retrieve data pertaining tc a itftfle unit (data set) a
determination wuu ii4f that such ttfferMtlee would be
maintained in a Halt Information Hcdule (UIM) file "iiich
1s Hwiediatoly accessible to but not a part of t! it Inte-
grated Data Base (IDB). This file will provide the
organizational definition of the unit; the component parts
of that unit; and, it will maintain associations allowing
units to be grouped during retrieval through use of the File
Structure Module. The bnlt Information Module will Interface
with the Directory in order to perform IDB accessing in
either direction.
The IDB will contain organizational type of infor-
mation pertaining to each unit. Such Information would
include (using a ship as an example) the fleet to which
assigned, geographic location, scheduled deployments, read-
iness Indicator, funding command, type commander, flotilla.
1




squadron, home port, etc. The UIM file will Include: Ship
class, current status code, days in status, acceptance data,
contract number, personnel strength, pertinent ship
characteristics, etc. There 1s a definite reason for
splitting the Information In this way. The UIM file will
Include all data pertinent to the unit as an entity 1n
Itself while the IDB will contain Information which focuses
on that unit's relationship to the overall Navy structure.
While the IDB updatlnq will most likely originate with top
management, the UIM file Information will be channeled up
from lower and middle managers for updating.
The two files will be securely linked by an Internal
Organization Structure Code (IOSC). (See Apnendlx F) Fach
unit regardless of file, will be Identified by this code.
Likewise, all queries will bear an IOSC configured the same
as the unit's IOSC for Immediate accessing to the unit data.
The query IOSC, however, will differ from the unit IOSC's
1n that only those characters designating levels of Infor-
mation pertinent to the desired response need be coded in
the qurey IOSC. The others will be left blank. For example,
1f the query demanded information pertinent to ships and
aircraft, under a certain Type Commander's cognizance, then
the lowest, level Indicator 1n that IOSC would be Type
Commander and all units under his responsibility would be
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Included In the response. If, on the other hand, a query
was wade concerning the personnel strength of a specific
aircraft carrier, then the query IOSC would specify the
code for that ship.
When the UIM file 1s queried for unit data, certain
extended Information will be retrieved from association
tables by means of an Association Table Reference number
(ATR) contained 1n the UIM file and identifying the specific
table. The reason for this method is to abbreviate the
record size as much as possible while maintaining adequate
Unking capability. This also provides additional flex-
ibility since voluminous tables may be added outside the
UIM or IDB while only adding a single ATR to the unit's
records.
In addition to providing the capability of Unking
the IDB to the UIM file by unit (ship, aircraft or facility)
and the UIM file to the tables associated with specific
units, it will also be possible to correlate the data between
the functional areas for updating and retrieval.
Updating Files
The Data Sponsors will be responsible for the main-
tenance of data within their cognizance. This will be no
burden for those elements which they maintain for their own
use. However, they will be responsible for certain data
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which is required primarily by other users. It Is very
possible that these elements may be overlooked. For this
reason, data will fall Into three basic categories reoardln^
maintenance:
(1) Those elements which may He dormant for
extended periods but which must be readily available for
manipulation.
(2) Those elements which must be updated period-
ically merely due to their dynamic nature.
(3) Those elements which will require up da t1 no 1f
a related element 1s changed.
It is apparent that the first class of data will be updated
as required. In order to ensure appropriate and timely
maintenance of the second class, the Data Dictionary will
contain an Indicator designating each dynamic element as
well as an update code. On a monthly basis the Dictionary
will be scanned to determine if there are any of these
elements which have not been updated 1n the time period
indicated by the code. All such elements will be flaqged
and the Data Sponsors notified of the condition. The third
class of data will be called "trigger elements." These
will be coded 1n the Dictionary so that any change 1n a
related element, either by direct Input updating or by a
U. S. Department of the Navy, NAVCOSSACT Document
No. 88S911 FD-01, DATAHAN III
,
18 December 1970. (Draft)
(Use of this Document authorized by Captain W. B. Anderson,
Head, CM0C0M/MIS P-ranch, DPNAV on 21 January 1971).
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computational updating, will cause the associated data
element to be updated also. The update value of the
"trigger" element pay not necessarily be the StMl value as
the els^ent being directly affected, but the value will be
changed as necessary to maintain the desired relationship
between the two elements. The "trigger" element could be
viewed as ? reactive element.
COMMENTS
It should be apparent from the narrative pertaining
to the nonfunctional subsystems that the Intent of CNOCOfVMIS
1s to create a system of Interrelated modules controlled
by the basic design principles 1n order to be responsive
to CNO's total requirements or those segments which make
It up.
In addition, the description of the data base
construction being held within the constraints of the above
principles, should point out the extensive measures be1n<]
taken to keep the design modular to the lowest level,
(i.e., each element accessible through the Oata Directory
and Dictionary Module). D. C. Fester, (Code 10), NAVCOSSACT
expressed the need for modularity and the resulting flex-
ibility when he said.
This 1s the thing that spawned the
concept of CN0C0M/MIS .... CNO is a single
organization when viewed from one perspec-
tive and a complex of organizations when

y:
viewed frr>T; ether perspectives. There-
fore, what we went to do 1s corce up with
a system that sill serve the single
organization 1n the one sense, and the
various cc-rnonents of this complex or
network of organizations 1n another
s?ns<». If you want to servo the complex
organization, it r.eans that there Is a
enmnon Intersection somewhere regarding
the data elements 1n the data base 1n
Itheir relnvancy to the various components.
This type of system necessitates Interface require-
ments far heyord the feasible caoablHties of second
generation system. Furthermore, even third generation
executive software systems are not capable of interfacing
files and hardware 1n the magnitude required. Existlnn
compilers cannot support the system fully, but comple-
mented by a data management system file manipulation can
be accomplished efficiently and effectively.
^Interview of D. C. Foster, (Code 10), U. S. Naval
Systems Support Activity, Washl nqton, D. C. on January 21, 1971.

\?TZ* IV
THE SY3TE | ' '" |
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS
To this point, the liscussion lias been primarily
concerned with the basics of ^KOCOH/H|$« i.e., tie tools
which will manipulate the system. Th« tools described have
been the six non-functional subsystems, which ar* subservient
to the user's wishes, and the data base which 1s at the user's
cowpiand. The system as described to this point could be
compared to an automobile production line fully manned,
having all of the parts available, hut not producing output
until it 1s given specific directions as to which style should
be built. When a valid order is received by the line controlling
device, the line and materials begin to react in a coordi-
nated fashion until the completed car is assembled. Likewise,
CMOCOM/MIS with its utility subsystems and data base 1s
priced and ready to receive a command to accomplish sorce work.
In this case, however, the command will be received from one
or nore of a series of functional subsystems.
Unlike the foregoing subsystens, these are the
operational user-Interface principles for the entire CNOCOM/MIS
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System. AH GPNAV requlreaanta, indicated by lilt previously
frr.tioncd survey, bill L* tatlffltd by these subsystems and
tiitir nodules. In addition tc the nen*f uncti ere! subsystems
already describee, analysis and consolidation of OPNAV
requirements resulted in a projected need fcr six more
distinct subsystems |l vcllc : Executive* Naming, Command 9
Management, Staff Services, and Prccjrt u ir,c,/[ ucc,etinc7Pesource
Control. Commander Q. L. Morrison, Head* Systens Design
Lection, OPNAV said,
The twelve subsystems art necessary in order
to enable us tc break the large "monster" down
so that incremental assignments can be given tc
people to work on without getting them bogged
down in the details of the wnclc- complex system
.... Without such an approach the sheer
weight cf the system would scare "hell" out
of the people Involved.
This chapter will contain a brief description of the
functional subsystems, their modules and aatoelati files,
followed by an overview of the intended operation of all of
the subsystems. The discussion will then turn to the
factors involved 1n querying user requests relevant to their
assigned priorities, anticipated hardware extensions and
anticipated software enhancements.
Interview with Commander Ouinn 8. Morrison, SC
,




This subsystem is a body of principles and actions
directed toward providing the CNO, VCNO and Operating Deputies
(OPOEPS) with summarized information according to their needs.
It is expected to function as the primary source of manage-
ment intelligence for this level. While there will be needs
for summarized reports, most of the CNO's requirements will
he on an "as required" basis to be eventually replaced or
supplemented by a near real-tine exception reporting capability.
In addition to providing a central information source for
top management (CNO, VCNO, OPNAV), 1t will provide an inte-
grated picture of CNO responsibilities, adequate display
facilities, and the ability to highlight problems inconsis-
tent with the existing objectives, plans and goals. -i
analyzing information pertinent to toe request and provid-
ing aids to determine alternative solution pat'is, it will
establisn an environment for decision-makim,.
The Executive Subsystem consists of turee modules:
Objectives and Plans rtodule; Project/Proqram Status Module;
and Problem Reporting liodule. ^i«e Kiqure IV-1)
OMectivp*: and nlans nodule, TMs piodule win
orovlde the executive level with the caoahllitv of noasurinq
technical nroqr«ss in research and advanced development areas
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To perform these tasks, this module will
Interface with most of the functional subsystems, but





depend primarily on the Programm1ng/Budget1ng/Resource
Control (P/E/RC) Subsystem for generation of required
information. Utilizing that Information 1t will provide
summarized briefs to CNO, VCHO and QPDEPS for decisions
regarding competing military programs. To aid 1n the
decision making, this nodule will provide an analysis of
trade-off alternatives weighing existing environmental
factors and the costs and benefits that v/111 be encountered
by each alternative presented.
Problem reporting module . The Intent of this
module Is to monitor all of the functional subsystems and
their related files 1n order to detect emerging problem
areas. To accomplish this, a continuing comparison of plans
and policies 1n relation to the Navy's overall objectives,
plans and goals will take place. Deviations from the overall
guidelines will be brought to the attention of top manage-
ment and when found to be within the system's capability,
alternative recommended remedial courses of action will also
be projected. When the system software does not hold the
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capability to construct and prescribe the recommended
courses of action, the module will cause all of the facts
to be collected and evaluated. The resulting display 1n
this situation would be the facts considered pertinent to
an analysis of the problem by the manager involved.
Planning Subsystem
This subsystem is designed to provide the OPNAV users
with the information required for Joint Forces and/or Navy
Planning. CNOCOM/MIS planning information 1s intended to
support the OPNAV users in decision making concerning the
following activities:
(1) Navy Input to joint strategic plans
and studies.
(?) Navy strategic plans and studies.
(3) Review of joint papers for strategic
planning and policy Implications.
(4) Strategic guidance for research
development, test, and evaluation
needs.
(5) Reviews of general and contingency
war plans.
(6) Strategic planning guidance for the
Information of Navy force levels. .
(7) Joint operations planning and support.
The Planning Subsystem is composed of four modules:
Strategic Planning, Operation Planning, Operations Support
Planning, and Modeling end Gaming. (See Figure IV-2)




































By means of its modules, this subsystem provides Information




This module includes two
interrelated submodules. While both submodules are structured
tc support the fiavy Planning System, which in turn supports
the Joint Strategic Plannino System, it was felt by CNOCOM/MIS
designers that a division of fiavy and Joint Information would
best serve the purpose.
The Navy Strategic Planning Support Submodule objective
is to facilitate the proper staffing and backun of the Navy
force structures and resource requirements resulting 1n the
proper allocation of available funds to meet prescribed
missions. Three applications are contained 1n this subnodule
which ultimately generate three specific planning documents;
(1) flavy Strategic Study (NSS).
(2) Havy Capabilities Plan (NCP).
(3) Navy Long Range Objective Plan (MLROP).
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Planning Support
Submodule provides the coordination and finalization necessary
to enable Navy Inputs to be Included 1n subsequent joint
documentation. While the efforts of this submodule will not
culminate 1n actual finished documents, it will prepare all of
the Navy information required (except intelligence or logistics)
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for inclusion in the following five document types.
(1) Joint Strategic Operating Plan (JSOP)
(2) Joint Strategic Capability Plan (JSCP)
(3) Joint Long Range Strategic Studies
(4) Joint Research and Development Objectives Document
(5) JCS Papers
This nodule will interface with various other subsystems of
CKOCOM/MIS (functional and non-functional) in order to
assimilate all available Information into the Integrated
responses required by CNO, JCS, SECOEF and the President.
Operation planning module . The objectives of this
module are to provide the procedures and ADP support to
accomplish the following four tatktl












s submitted by the JCS;
e and efficient pro-
ardlng operational
to the JCS;
rderly methods of Identi-
, and processing force
rtfalls identified dur-
nal planning process, and
n planning information
r subsystems and modules. 1
In order to perform these tasks, the Operation Planning
Module has been divided into two submodules, Nan Review and
1 Ibid., pp. 73-74.

Joint Reporting Structual. Through the use ct a number of
separate applications the Plan Review Gu^pci-ule will assist
the OPNAV planner in evaluating the position anc? capabilities
of the Navy with regard to meeting specified operating plans
(0PLAN). It will compare the current assets contained in
the Integrated Data Rase (IOB) with the requirements needed
to accomplish the OPLAN and Identify shortfalls of "lannower
and material. Alternative resolutions will be generated In-
cluding movement requirements and the scheduling of such
'movements. Finally, the Plan Review Subnodule will coordinate
all of the foregoing types of processes and compile the official
Navy review of the Commander 1n Chief (CINC) initiated OPLAN.
The Joint Reporting Structual Submodule is designed
to provide tiie current reporting requirements for the National
Command Authorities and all DOD agencies which directly
support military operations. It will be responsible for the
following: Identifying tnese requirements and preparing a
catalog containing the name of eac.i report, a description of
the report format, puncii card fornats, magentic tape label
formats, and transaction codes. This catalog must be
periodically updated by a joint group.
Operations support planning nodule . Since the
logistics aspect was excluded from the Operation Planning
Module, this module will provide the supply and logistics
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planners in OPNAV with Improved capabilities for determin-
ing their requirements for both operation and contingency
plans. The module has been further divided into five
submodules which are: Planning Reference Data; Material
Support Planning; Transportation Planning; Facilities
Planning; Navy Support Plan.
The Planning Reference Data Submodule will create an
automated file of selected portions of logistical reference
manuals and ships characteristics data which will be readily
accessible on-line when an OPLAN 1s received for review and
analysis. Much of the data for this file will be obtained
from the various Naval Systems Commands. Where necessary
to construct loading plans and the like, information will
be received from the other services, JCS and DOD.
The Material Support Planning Suomodule will aid
logistics support planning 1n the area of material analysis.
When evaluating a contingency plan, it will generate
estimates of supply requirements. This information along
with data concerning production lead times and stockpiling
sites will be invaluable to the OPNAV planners.
The Transportation Planning Submodule will also
support logistics support planning. When confronted with a
contingency plan, this submodule will generate the estimated
requirements for the mobile logistics support force ships,
the pipeline shipping requirements, and port throughputs for
all suppliers utilized by deployed Naval combat units.

Such information will assist planners, in the overall supply
distribution plan including positioning of reserve stocks
and port workloads, IV the contingency plan Is found
infeaslble owlnq to the inability to satisfy the rfquir^-
nonts, the information formulated by t-iis submodule will
assist in the planners* modifications.
The Facilities Planning Submodule will itSMblt and
coordinate all information pertaining to Navy shore facilities.
It will be able to provide the capabilities (excluding air)
for all such facilities. This Information will fall into the
categories of port loading rates, storage capacities, berth-
ing, etc. The indication of shortfalls 1n these areas will
point out where the needs for Military construction are
most predominant.
The fJavy Support Plan { MSP ) Subnodule will contain
the principles and procedures to develop and maintain a
file containing the projected force structures based on the
currently approved NSP/JSOP forces.
Modeling and gaming Module
.
This module will support
the entire Planning Subsystem by providing computerized
multi-level simulation techniques. The simulation will
include either Navy or Joint Forces, and the tactics will
encompass military situations ranging from unilateral and/or
logistic operations to multi-sided nuclear strategy in a
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general war environment. The data f11« will be obstructed
in 3 nodular fashion. T I pi -pose of this n 1i to
perarit Rotfeltr inters 111ty to ereate i wore realistic
environment during simulation.
The lellng and Sawing NoduTa consist* of four
su^mndules, which are: Strategic Gaming; Contingency Gaming;
Tactical Simulation; and Logistics Simulation.
The Strategic fta«1ng Submodttle, utilizing five
*rate application! -ill levelop, document, maintain and
utilize the cjaminn, models and narnnetrlc data for two-sided
General war situations fu support of OPNAV rooul rements.
The Contlnqency Staling Submodule will utlUzn two
applications to develop document, maintain and Implement Its
models *n4 parameters for gattilnj ttfo*tided contingency or
limited war situations.
The Tactical - ' Logistics Submodel as will generata
the basic nodels to be evaluated by an Incorporated Into the
hroader Strategic and Contingency Subnodules.
Coiamand Subsystem
This subsystem will support the CNO 1n the exercise
of his comMltd responsibilities over the operating fcrces.
Decisions derived by this subsystem are net product-oriented
as in the case of a document generated to prrdcter-
specifications and ferret such as a budget. It 1s actually

I byproduct of toe decisions subsystems
an . The ou • i d a 5 . | of ' c 1-
sions to dot , of compatl tUty of those dodfloof
tOMOrd attainment of t! e ClfO'S -j^als, and 3 pointer + f
deviations v/hich COuld he potential "losses. ' 111
sibilate three types of Information: Operations, readiness
and Intelligence. ";y tho sane toko*, there are three nodules
to icceapUsh t'.i'se iitdertakings! Operations, Readlitesi
i1ys1t| and Intelligence, f r, ° ri ; in iv-i)
Operation; idule, Infornation necessory to provi
1 and OPNAV with current and projected operational status
Is contained 1n this model . The data will -include BOVOmntl
,
employments, casualties and the overall roadiness of afloat
units as determined from Operation* Orders (OP-orders),
planning (fOCtiSentS, briefings, etc.
The output -/I"!! be in the format desired by f
luestor In addition to the regular reports generate .
Tl "ill bo a nee4 for historical, cumnt an 3
projected data 1n toe files. Here as 1n other modules and
functional subsystems, a high degree of file Interface 1s
necessary. This will be required not only to update the
ranging files, but also to formulate trends and decision aids
for presentation to the CNO and his staff. In addition to
preparing standard reports, a number of subrcodules and
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Hdisplaying logically selected excerpts from the files to ai<»
staff personnel 1n making briefings cr responding to "what
1f?" questions posed by the CNO or higher echelons.
Readiness analysis nodule . The objective of this
module 1s to provide OPNAV with all data related to fleet
readiness and training. The Input to the data base will be
from daily Operational Performance Data Reports (OPRATS) and
Force Status Reports (FORSTATS), prepared by all operating
units. The purpose of the module is to present an overall
picture of the existing readiness and training condition to
aid the CNO 1n performance of part of his mission, (i,e. t
maintenance of high readiness and training standards).
One of the submodules included in this module will
use the historical data for trend plotting and analysis of
performance. This will be compared to the standards
established by the CNO to indicate areas of weakness
requiring special emohasis.
Intellignece module . At the present time, the
CNOCOM/ttIS designers have proposed no firm subrodules or
applications for this module. It 1s not yet clear what type
of Intelligence data must be provided and the security
requirements which will ensue. However, It is a certainty
that such information will be required for various decision
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Tise services provided by this module consist of both
manual and automated methods. It 1s designed to provide
administrative services to the GPNAV staff for the normal
day-to-day business operation. It consists of four nodules:
Administrative Information Control and Retrieval; Common
Services; Automated Message Processing; and 9PMAV Internal
Services. (See Figure IV-4)
Administrative Information control and retrieval
module
.
This 1s designed to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of mall and directive distribution and routing.
It places emphasis on reduction of duplication of both effort
and material. Included herein are such features as control
and registry of incoming and outgoing pertinent corresnond-
ence; a rapid retrieval capability for all controlled
correspondence; and an assistance service to ensure OPNAV
directives have been prepared In the correct format and
coordinated appropriately.
Common services module . This module will provide
support services that cross functional lines. These services
will Include, but are not limited to, the following: A
reference system which v?1ll ma he reeded documents available
to the users; and, an automated correspondence service.


























typing and speed up the processing of outgoing correspondence
The computer will accept an unformatted draft, perform minor
editing, store the draft in a computer storage area and
provide the user with a printed draft 1n a format selected
by the user. The correspondence can then be revised as much
as desired by merely entering the changes Into the computer.
When all revisions have been made a final copy will be
printed by the computer. For extremely critical correspond-
ence requiring review by many offices, it 1s planned that
this review will be done on remote Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) Terminals.
utomated message processing module
.
This module
will require interface with the Administrative Information
Control and Retrieval Module to determine message routing
patterns and controls. The module will be responsible
for receipt of the incoming messages, conversion into
routing format and making proper distribution of the
contents. Dependent on the precedence/security classifica-
tion combination, some of the addresses will receive the
most urgent communications by CRT terminals. However, for
those users not having access to the remote terminals, or
for low precedence messages, the module will direct attention
to copy control and routing. In addition, since messages
requiring replies have specific timeframes within which the
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response shotiM be ^leased, an automated service will he
provided to alert the KtldtP of his 'infulfniej obligation
to avoid unneooi-.-jrv r»yste _i "sluggishness."
OPHAV Internal services module
.
Owing to the past
constant stete of flux regarding organization, office spaces,
security clearance and other general administrative 1tens
1t 1s a requirement that such information should be filed
to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and Inexcusable
errors resulting from a lack of coordination. Some of these
classes of Information are: Organizational data, position
descriptions related to jobs, security requirements and
clearance lists, office space assignments, and telephone
assignment controls.
Programmlng/Budgetlng/Resour ;e. Control Subsystem
This subsystem 1s an extremely Important segment of
CNOCOM/MIS. It will contain financial and economic Infor-
mation required 1n order to make projections concerning
every fact of Naval operations. It contains three basic
modules to carry out this extensive mission, which are:
Navy Model; Data Evaluation and Analysis; and Resource
Control. (See Figure IV-5)
The objectives of the Programmlnq/Pudgeting/
Resource Control (P/B/RC) Subsystem are to provide
the tools to produce processed information that
will assist the staff of the Chief cf Naval Opera-





















determine and Identify the resources required to
support these objectives; evaluate alternative
choices of forces and resources | evaluate Impact
on the total Navy program of various guidance
proposals, and decision; respond fa a timely
manner to management Information requirements;
assess the degree of threat being satisfied by a
choice of forces and resources; prepare, review,
and approve required PP8 (Planning Programming
Budgeting) decision documents and reports; main-
tain the Department of the Navy Five-Year Program
(DNFYP); develop the Navy budget; prepare apportion-
ments and funding allocations; and review the
progress of program development by monitoring
operations, commitments, obligations and
expenditures. '
Data evaluation and analysis module (DEAH) . This is
I supporting module. It provides the means whereby data
regarding manpower material and money can be collected,
validated, analyzed and used as Input to the IDT . It kill
further have the ability to generate quantifiable data from
certain Information sources and assimilate it for use by
the Navy tfodel Module. As may be surnised from the name
of that module, the input which is prepared by DEAM for
the Navy Model consists of a maze of economic and inventory
control variable factors. These variables have been
grouped into families which created six submodules.
The Operational Variables Submodule will describe
the requirements related to the mission, the operating







Tha Inventor.' Variables S I -*f<>r, to the
quantities o c Atrial »r In imi , ' i projection
of anticipated loss af nan by attrition end various other
factors regarding both men and material.
ti Procur : Variables Submodule aortalM to the
abtainnent of facilities, i tens of material or nanpower
through purchase, construction, Modification or (in COS
case of manpower) through training.
The Industrial Variables Submodule describes the
capabilities of the national economy, the industrial complex,
and the labor *orce required to enhance the force structure
1n support of the procurement of materials or manpower.
The Support Variables Submodule refers to items of
direct and Indirect support required to maintain the force.
The Cost Variables Submodules Identifies cost
relating to the Items of Information or factors Included in
the other family groups of the preceding variables.
It had been anticipated by the data base designers
that the data required by the foregoing submodules would
be held in the IDC. However, it now seens that the infor-
mation to be accumulated will be extremely lassivc. A
more feasible way '.ill ha to store most of the information
outside of the IDB in association tables readily accessible
Interviews v/ith Sarah Pillar, op. cit . aniJ
D. C. Foster, op. cit .

by use if Holtaft I provided in t ! It Information records
and the t<*»Mer
. Till lirMrr will 'c CMrdtntttl by tl
Directory tnd Dtctftfttr; ivli flit, TMi ft tutfrtly
• 'f.f.f nc'fnt upcn <.vai lability of adequate file mar ipulatlon
software.
Navy node! module
. The Intent of this rodule 1s
to provide a means to accumulate aqqre-cjate data pertaining
to the total structure of the Navy. Such Information would
include factors and alcorl thrr, which nay be dravn upon to
compute quantified responses to nucstlons derived by the
CNO, OPNAV cr higher level external requestors such as JCS,
srcriAv or sccriF.
Some of the capabilities provided by the Navy Model
Module will be: A sinele source of Information for all
factors pertaining tc the previously cited P/B/RC objectives;
ability to manipulate algorithm and equations related to
given sets of factors for the purpose of attaining
"optimization"; a neans of evaluating situations and dis-
playing risks 1n quantifiable terns; the ability to
automatically update constant factors when analysis of
historical data finds ft necessary; and the ability to
measure program progress in terms of time and milestones.
In the past, the CHO and the Rftvy Co; r troll or
(NAVCOf'PT) have been noticeably slov in resnondln'- to queries
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conce mint aurffat or orx&rac- natters v.hlch have been
received frftfl IECI.I.V, SLCLLT tf Coral ess. In the future,
the Kavy toctl t'.tciule Ull rrovltt ti.c itr,r,r tt ccrpile
responses to these Vhat. Iff- type tf (uestlor.s in & ratter
of minutes.
Resource control module. While the DEAK collected,
validated, analyzed, and stored the data needed by this
subsystem and the Navy Model Module manipulated the data
and factors to derive a response, this nodule will prinarily
act to support those modules. This support vil 1 Induce
such tasks as creation of a central file for approved
planning and cost factors used by the subsystem, and
providing Information for timely responses to cyclical
requirements placed on the P/B/RC Subsystem.
.Management Subsystem
The Management Subsystem will provide information
to the CMO and OPNAV to support the multitude of programs
with which the Navv 1s involved. It will perform various
analyses such as program requirements determination and asset
status maintenance. It will interface with every subsystem
1n CNOCOH/MIS and possibly every module. Pit? will be
provided to the Command, Planninr and P/B/RC Subsystems by
Interview with Captain Jack Cockrell, 'J. S. Navy,
Head, Program Budgeting Review Branch (OP-904), V,'ash1r,gtor
,
0, C. on November 13, 1970.
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this subsystem. In addition, it will utilize the other
subsystems to extract, evaluate, anplyze and display Infor-
mation pertinent to any selected module employed by the
Management Subsystem.
Similar to the P/B/RC Subsystem, the scope of this
subsystem 1s divided by the Navy activities which 1t serves.
Each of these functions have been Identified as a module
which follow: Ships, Aviation, Manpower, Support, Communica-
tions, Intelligence, Research and Development, Warfare, and
Special Programs. (See Ficure Iv'-f)
Ships module
.
Two submodules are contained within
this module. The one covers the area of ships management
while the other encompasses simulation models for various
type of ship employment scheduling.
The Ships Management Submodule pertains to the status
and inventory of ships, s^.all bests zr.d service crafts. It
will handle information concerning construction programming
and the execution of sane, as well as the requirements for
all of the vessels Indicated above.
The Ships Simulation Submodule embodies the attack
carrier (CVA) oeployment scheduling model and the amphibious
warfare operations analysis model. Both models are dependent










































































addition, 1t will reculre interface with thp Planning, Command
and P/B/PC Subsystems.
Avlatlcn module
. This ircduls 1s similar to the ships
module since It will perform the SuJie sort of cata collection,
manipulation anc: reporting for all aircraft and their func-
tions. It is composed of three subiriodules and a total of
twenty applications.
The principal objectives of this module are to
provide: An up-to-date reporting system of all aircraft
including readiness status and activity; a comparison of
planned versus actual aircraft flylnr; hours; projected air-
craft procurement spare parts and rework requi re-rents ;
projected base, personnel, training and facilities require-
ments; allocation of naval airspace; and analysis and gaming
capability for management/special projects. These are but a
few of the applications assigned to the Aviation Module. In
the accomplishment of these tasks the system will receive a
myriad of periodic reports frov all levels of management
(I.e., operating level, squadron, type ce lender, fleet and
systems commands). It will collect, validate an^ analyze
this data; and generate many reports .-rich are no* being
prepared by various ? pr'AV offices with less than coordinated
effort. Nseiless to say, accuracy currently suffers consider-
ably O'viv: to thl Itcfc of ifl 109 Pfew tfhleh to ir*w i.iformation
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The rapid technological advances In the field of
aviation and the hichly freb1l1zed nature of the aircraft
itself hr.ve caused rrvch of t^e **ar""ort1oped o"ery-respnn«;p
problem 1n the recent past. For that reason, one of the
primary rurnese? of this r«od"ip 1? to provide I feasible
total aircraft orooran tc the P/o/RC Subsystem. All perti-
nent Information will be contained eltner 1n the I DP or the
UIM which are readily linked for rr>al-tirp operation.
Manpower/personnel modulo
.
The iwDortance and poten
1 1 a 1 of this module to assist the CNO 1n developing short
and lona ranee par-power reoulrerpnts is overwhelm pp. As a
nodule, 1t vill interface with autor^ated manpower systems
already 1r existence. While nanpower/perscrrol is rot
copsidered as opp of the three functioral areas in the IDB,
1t will cross each of these lines to update anc interact
with the tetel IDB, Unlike the present s • wherp there
are no acjoreoate figures readily available, both military
and civilian personnel will be Induced in the nev/ system.
This should eliminate redundancy 1n accounting and maximize
the utilization of personnel with similar training ani
experience levels. It is anticipated that future require-
ments r*ay be projected as far as ten years, dependent
upon tne firm policy planning yeneratea in the Flanninq
Executive and P/f</RC Subsystems witn which this nodule will
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Interface. Such a projection is contingent upon so many
factors. Including the technological Improvements in weapons
systems, the economy, etc., that 1t can be only a guess at
this time.
Needless to say, the personnel records will be quite
extensive for each individual. Historical files will also be
maintained. Aside from the statistical value of this module,
1t will also be possible for the Office of the Chief of
Naval Information (CHINFO) to request biographical sketches
of personnel.
While there are six more modules in the Management
Subsystem, as may be seen in Fiqure IV-6, it appears that
the reader will be able to surmise, from the preceding
descriptions of the Ships Module, Aviation Module and the
Manpower/Personnel Module, the qeneral plan of this subsystem.
Therefore, only a synopsis of the remaining modules will be
mentioned to emphasize the depth which has been desiqned
Into CNOCOM/MIS.
The Support Module contains information pertinent to
all facilities, naterial and transportation. Material in
this sense pertains primarily to petroleum, oil and lubricants
(POL), conventional ordnance, and items specifically selected
for review and analysis.
The Communications Module Is concerned primarily
with the problem of data exchange. There will be direct

in
fnterfaci fcrttl an existing system, f'aval Ctmnurlcatlons
U-r.f.,and/T; nearer, t Information Systcr (RAVCOKH/KIS), t|
the accomplishment of tMi nodule'i artss1on«
The Intel! Hence Module Hll assist OfNAV in the
development, coordination ard promt nation of polldrr,
plana and program for the intelliqence and security
activities within tne Navy*
There has been little effort expended on the Research
and Development (R&D) Module at this tint. This is due to
the fact tnat the planners and desiqn^rs readily recognize
the wide range Included 1n R&D hut did not feel that this
aodulii could be adequately researched in the time allowed
for the design of CN0C0M/MI3. A rnuch broader Investigation
into the needs of R&D Is planned for the future.
The Warfare Pfo4v1i will strive to develop techniques
and procedures for both offensive and defensive forces. The
forces Include: Ant1-sub:i:arine warfare (ASW), strategic
missile and weapon systems, and submarine.
The Special Programs Module will direct attention
tc three unrelated tut Important ?re?s. It contains a sub-
nodule for Information concerning the Military Assistance
PrOfrtl (WP); cne for Offshore Activities, which will
provide support for the estaMlshrent of ocean survelllanrr
standards; one to provide guidance 1n the development of a
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Navy-w1de Inteorate-i automatic data processing M D P )
Information system.
CMOCOM/MIS AS AN OPERATING SYSTT
The entire C /HIS concept has been Uid out. ami
lilt Subsystens with their respective modules have betP
briefly described. Although It Is entirely feasible for ti.e
non-functional subsystems ll operate as a separate entity
Independent of the functional subsystems it rust also be
realized that such a condition occurs only -Uirin^ file
maintenance operations. Fv?r. in the- orations there is
a considerable amount of Interdependence whic'. exists
between tho various non-functional subsystems and the
modules.
Storage Capability
A comparison of the CNOCOM/HIS objectives listed in
Chapter II, and the objectives of the individual non-
functional and functional subsystems, reveal that all objec-
tives are 1n complete consonance.
There 1s one area of Kiethcdoloqy that tends to
detract from the original design. It is the concept of
an integrated data base. The approach selected by the
analysts, however, was one of optimization. Since they
'Interview with Sarah Pillar, op. cit.

recoynized that it would be InfearlMc, ftith ratiact to
t(;uip;frt cost, \o construct one Piar.moth IP!/, they chose
the option of abbreviating the I DL and generating linkages
(described 1n Chapter III) In order to retrieve any data
held in any syst.cr f11 1 . ' othing Nil actually hern lost
by this concept. All Information which may be needer ir
real-time will reside 1n separate filer, on direct iCCttl
' vices of varying access noeeds. The storage device used
f| dependent upon the normal priority of the user. The
will reside on the smallest fixed-head drums since its
content Is to be retrievable at the highest rate of speed.
next level of data v.oul ' Iterad on the larger fixed-
head dttHM followed by the next lower Itval on novuble-
head drums. The lowest level of lata to receive direct
access treatment will be stored on disc files.
It should be readily apparent from a review of
Appendix F that access time will be far from slow 1n
CHOCOM/MIS since the discs are the slowest: directly
accessible devices used. However, 1n an effort to compen-
sate for the. nee.' for levels cf data accessibility tl
designers and analysts at NAVCOSSACT are reviewing a
storage hierarchy plan introduced by the Rome Air
Interview with D. C. Foster, Head, Systems Design
Branch (Code 10), U. S. Naval Command Systems Support
Activity, Washington, P. C. on January ?1, 1971.
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T'ivslo-Kicnt Center, Roea, ;. Y. Toll systan rtcords the
ic.c^ss frequency on eac'i ISSeitlble tltMRt and automati-
cally transfers the data fron one storage device to another
depending on the speed of access required for optimum
effecti veneil and efficiency. : ild retddrest
a r»H novn tltbtr -.lata elements or whole strings I la
IVtomttlcally II required by tbl lev;.1 ! of r.eod.
Ti pe storaff Ml 1 1 be used vcr all historical files
which are rot required for real -tint computation! tnd/or
analysis. Ir addition, sense active files which are expected
to be required perl odf cell Jf to interface with the IDB, I
which c re net recuircf' for real-tiff: responses, will also
be ma1rt?.1nec or. ragr.et.1c tiee* .r n exinplc of this latter
type cculd be the variable used tc represent the economy's
Industrial complex. This Information updated weekly
or :»ion trily at which tlrne the "trigger" eleaents previously
described 1n Chapter III would cause other factors contained
1n the P/3/RC Subsystem to be updated.
System Use and Maintenance
The plan for construction of the IDB has been
previously described. Assuming now, that the system is




established 1n order to perform perpetual file maintenance
and to receive, process and respond to user requests.
Primary users of the system will be equipped with
remote terminals which may be either CRT or teletypewriter,
depending upon the type/size of display normally required
and the anticipated rate of traffic through the terminal.
File maintenance traffic, unless 1t 1s necessary for updat-
ing factors and data needed In real-time, will not be
considered when projecting the terminals expected throughput.
The reason for this 1s because many of the Data Sponsors who
supply vast amounts of Information to the IOB and peripheral
files, do not require Immediate response to their queries.
The input and output needs of these users will be satisfied
through the Customer Services Branch, (I.e., the Navy Infor-
mation Center-NAVIC), Thero will be a U-9300 Remote
Terminal loca In addition to the existing com-
puters which are: An IBM-7090, and IBM 1401, and IBM 1410,
and an IBH-360/20. ^one of these computers will be devoted
to CN0C0H/MIS applications but they will have the capability
of Interfacing with the U-1108 through the 09300 1n order
to perform specific functions for CN0CQM/NIS.
Since one of the foremost tasks of the designers,
analysts and programmers of an information system 1s to
maintain the Integrity of the data base, CN0C0M/MIS will
Initially utilize the NAVIC Computers to perform a I ijority
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of the validations before allowing any Information which will
alter the data base to gain access to the IDB and related
files. This will also mean that input data which 1s Initi-
ated from a remote terminal 1n a high level staff office
will first be subjected to validation on a NAVIC Computer
before 1 1 1s transmitted to the (Ml 06 for tntry into the
IDB complex. As the system emerges and settles down, the
validation should be condensed requiring less computer time
and the older IBM machines will be phased out. Queries on
applications which do not update the files will not require
such a rigid preview and will be permitted to access the
U-11Q8 directly. At the present time, the exact quantity
of remote terminals to be used 1s not known, but the designers
of CNOCOM/MIS feel that about 15-18 such terminals may be
feasibly serviced without increasing excessive system
overhead.
Priorities and Queuelng
Jobs entering the management Information system are
temporarily placed 1n a job queue which will be controlled
by the operating system. The queue will reside on one of
the floating-head drums.
The software must efficiently place jobs 1n queue,




processing, and delete completed jobs from the queue. It
will arrange the jobs 1n the order which they are to be
completed dependent upon the assigned.
The operating system will ensure that low priorities
are handled within the timeframe required. After a low
priority job has been passed over a number of times, and
the computer clock approaches the job's deadline time, the
operating system will automatically raise the priority of
the job to force it ahead of other pressing jobs. This
eliminates the possibility of having a low priority job 1n
queue for an unreasonable period of time. The ability of
the operating system to supervise job queues determines the
effectiveness of the system. The saturation point for job
queuelng 1s a function of the arrival rate, service time
and priority of the jobs entering the queue. It is the task
of the operational software to allocate available equipment
time to jobs 1n order to optimize customer satisfaction.
The effective queuelnq of jobs depends on a well
defined priority system. Some of the more sophisticated
executive systems have priority routines containing up to
100 levels subsequently grouped into three or four categories.
Norman Enger outlined what he considers to be a typical
choice of job priorities as follows:
'Norman L. Enger, Putting KIS to Work , op. cit ., p. 85.
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(1) Emergency priori ty--run Immediately,
(2) Background priori ty--ass1gned to jobs that
would use low speed peripheral devices at their maximum
speed.
(3) Special priori ty--used for short jobs which
may be Interwoven with existing jobs,
(4) Input/output pr1ority--assigned to jobs that
will keep the I/O Channels fully occupied,
(5) Compute priori ty--used for jobs consisting of a
significant amount of mathematical computation (process-
bound) .
Maximum use of peripherals produces system efficiency.
Therefore, since computer power 1s abundant in relation to
peripheral power, jobs with compute priority have tne lowest
priority.
In the U-noa Executive System (FXEC-8) there will be
three basic levels of priority: Real-time, demand, and batch,'
Real-time will require servicing the program to get the
results back to the source of inquiry 1n time to effect on
going events. Demand priority exhibits a need to be
processed 1n a relatively short timeframe. The deadline
time assigned, or allowable wait time, 1n relation to the
input time becomes extremely critical 1n this priority level.
Interview with D. C. Foster, op, cit
.
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A demand Job 1 n queue may only be preempted by a real-time
job or another demand job having a shorter completing time-
frame. The batch priority will be assigned to jobs requir-
ing overnight service. These, too, will be assigned a
deadline time and as that time draws near tne priority
will be raised to insure completion.
COMMENTS
Given a system consisting of the complex sub-
systems and the hardware configurations as discussed 1n
the preceding chapters, the user 1s still confronted with
the day-to-day task of man/machine interfacing.
The CNOCOH/MIS designers are currently attempting
to provide a system which will require minimal data
processing experience and knowledge. It 1s anticipated
that the user will be able to query the IDB through a
remote terminal using near English language statements. Mr
will need to know only the English names of the data elements
he wishes to retrieve. Further, 1f the user 1s not aware
of what the IDB contains, the system will assist h1m by
furnishing on the terminal what 1s available within the
parameters established by the requestor himself.
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The user must have the capability to both query
and update files by either direct access dialogue or
batch processing. This capability will In turn necessitate
retrieval or updating of multiple files concurrently.
Reports are never useful and efficient unless they
<j1ve the Information required by the user 1n a format
Intelligible to him. CNOCOM/MIS would not be fulfilling
this need 1f 1t could not provide a means of free form
report generation which 1s able to select only that
Information desired by the user 1n his designated format.
Considering the advancements built Into third-
generation hardware and the design features of CNOCOM/MIS,
1t 1s not practical to contemplate the use of second
generation compilers such as COBOL, FORTRAN or RPG for this





The primary purpose of CNOCH/MIS 1s to Improve the
command/control and Information handling capabilities of CNO
and of the OPNAV staff through the use of advanced data
processing equipment and techniques. CNOCOH/MIS will help
provide the timely, high quality Information needed to
efficiently support the decision-making, planning, programming,
budgeting, and coordinating functions in OPNAV. In general,
1t will assist Havy top management In: setting objectives,
shaping and evaluating alternative strategies, making decisions
and measuring results.
Common C NOCQH/MIS Be nefits
With the attainment of the overall CNOCOH/MIS




The users, OPNAV staff
members, will be able to locate information readily for their




via communications links and stored on mass storage devices.
The information will be presented to the user by means of
remote display units or through the service center as
appropriate.
Integration of info rmation. Integrated Information
II I n Ami i i i ii ii ii m mi, J
will eliminate duplicate reporting and conflicting data. It
will permit use of a wider range of Information to all users.
Reliability of Information
.
The data sponsor system
will lead to more timely and reliable information for all
staff elements. Security and limited access protection of




The flow and distribu-
tion of information Into and out of OPNAV staff offices will
be considerably improved. Reports currently received or
transmitted by the staff will be consolidated, where possible,
decreasing the overall flow.
Information storage and processing capability .
CNOCOM/MIS will provide the automated capability to acquire,
store and manipulate large quantities of data necessary for
effective decision-making. Many applications will be
processed concurrently causing more timely report generation.
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Ease of user/system interface . The OPNAV staff,
users will be able to communicate with the system and to use
its capabilities fully with extensive ADP or Information
system training. Besides remote terminal accessing and
manipulating, there will be the ability to pre-test the
sensitivity of data and its effects on decisions prior to
actual live processing. Tills will afford either model or
variable adjustment, as required, before implementation.
Specific CNOCOM/MIS Benefits
While the foregoing common benefits will be realized
by all users of CNOCOM/MIS, there are a number of anticipated
benefits unique to the various subsystems. These are
foundations for the total system and worthy of reemphasis.
Decision-making process. The P/B/RC Subsystem is a
pioneering effort to provide more adequate information for
the planning, programming and budgeting (PPB) specialists."
The crux of PPB is the systematic evaluation of alternatives
1n the performance of cost-benefit analysis. This processing
will involve: Identification of naval objectives; the
derivation and identification of alternative courses of action;
'U. S. Department of the Navy, CNOCOM/HIS System
Design Proposal . op. cit ., pp. 224-225.""
Interview with N. N. Schauer, Technical Assistant,
CNC Information System Branch at the Pentagon, Washington,
D. C. on January 20, 1971.
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the estimation of total costs of each alternative; and an
estimation of expected results of each alternative.
T>e primary benefits to be achieved by implementing
the Manpower/Personnel Module center around the availability
of nore timely and detailed Information for decision-makers.
The establishment of a comprehensl va data base of manpower
management and personnel administration information will
provide a single source to a wide spectrum of staff users.
In addition, it will for the first time contain Integrated
data pertaining to both civilian and military personnel in
the Department of the Navy.
Data collection and use . The data base will not
reside entirely In a single storage or processing device,
but will be supported from several sites which are inter-
twined by data transmission links. Although physically
decentralized, the strict principles of data base manage-
ment prescribed for CNQCQM/MIS will be prescribed by the
centralized system. This will result in:
(1) Economies in file maintenance.
(2) Standardization of data elements, records and
files.
(3) Savings in the high cost of input preparation




(4) An Improvement in Information accuracy by
operation of all users from a common data base.
Captain R. A. Jones, SC, USN, former head of the
CNO Information Systems Branch, and architect of CNOCOM/HIS,
made the following comment regarding the realization of the
foregoing benefits:
The plan for achieving CNOCQH/MIS objectives
is evolutionary in concept. A minimum of three-to-
five years is required for a Management Information
System of this size to even begin to realize bene-
fits of any magnitude. A wall thought out and
realistic management plan accompanied by perserver-
ance of top management will soon show progress
that will gain momentum as management acquires the
experience and confidence necessary to use this
new tool .
MEANS TO ATTAIN OBJECTIVES
In order to reach the desired objectives of CNOCOH/MIS
and to realize fully the anticipated benefits of the new
system it Is necessary to define predetermined milestones.
These benchmarks have been discussed individually in the
preceding chapters as principles and procedures inherent
to the various subsystems. The following is a consolidated
recapitulation of the overall system requirements determined,
by the writer, to be cf prime Importance for objective
attainment:
R. A, Jones, Captain, SC, USN, "CNO Command
Management Information System," Navy Management Review ,
March-April 1970, p. 20.
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(1) The construction of a data base capable of
incorporating automated and non-autonated Information by
means of a Data Directory &v.d 'ilctlonary technique.
it) The ability to link the automated data files
for retrieval and Maintenance, and to provide a safeguard
against possible breaks in the linkages.
(3) The ability to index selective fields for
retrieval and to perforin extensive validation of ull da'.a
input to the data base.
(4) To provide the capability of total file mainten-
ance from a limited number of data sponsor Inputs (I.e.,
update all files affected by any single element change).
(5) To allow for the entry, recording, processing
and extraction of variform data.
(6) To provide for an increased capability to
interface CNOCGM/MIS with all of the existing software
systems found to be basically corapatlb t
(7) To provide for operational interface among
the various existing hardware configurations and anticipated
reconfigurations.
(8) The development of a secure data communication
network which will permit middle managers at the fleet level
direct access to the data base.
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(9) To permit OPNAV staff users, and eventually
fleet users, to directly access the files by means of
remote terminals and to manipulate data and/or extract 1t
1n the format desired.
(10) To design a software technique which will
guard private information by allowing accoss only to those
found to be qualified.
(11) Oevelopment of a p-iority and .qusuei.ig system
which will differentiate between real-tine, dainand and
batch requirements while performing the jobs within the
timeframe allowed by the requestors.
FXISTING CAPABILITIFS
The U-1103 and its peripheral devices will provide
up to nanosecond speed for accessing processing and
displaying Information, The central processing unit (CPU)
is designed to accomplish multi-programming which is the
concurrent operation of many programs. The dual processor
(two CPU's) feature used for CMOCGM/HIS further expands
the capabilities to allow both CPU's to perform multi-
programming simultaneously while sharing the same executive
program.
^Interview with R. R. Whittington, UNIVA Consultant,
Washington, D.C. on November 11, 1970.
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Tha executlva program (EXEC-3) requires one bank of CPU
storage, or 55,000 words.' Tilt dual processing environment
thereby conserves sn entire bsnk of storage which can be
devoted to operational programming.
Modular software design working in conjunction with
the multi-programming and mul ti-process1ng features mentioned
above, makes it possible to utilize a feature known as
reontrance. Tills 1s a technique by which multiple use
employ common programs or subroutines in order to conserve
CPU storage. 1 If a program 1s non-reentrant 1t is
necessary to lay the entire program in core for processing
which reduces available memory and the number of programs
which may be serviced concurrently.
Even with the increased capabilities of the third
generation hardware and its executive system there remains
an unfulfilled need to manipulate files more efficiently.
Each program must be written to perforr. its own file
processing. Such duplication becomes extremely costly both
at program generation time and at run time. The FXEC-8
was written to interface with COBOL. This compiler alone
utilizes 40,000 words of core and still does not provide
adequate file handling or system Interfacing features.
R. R. WMttlngton, UNXVAC Consultant, further claims that
Interview with D. C. Foster, op. cit .
^Interview with D, C. Foster, op. cit . and with
R. R. Wh1tt1ngton, op. cit.
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the computer Industry as a whole oversold the higher level
languages.' He feels that there are two main Inefficiencies
which were not adequately revealed to the businessmen!
The use of a syntax requiring ADP orientation by the user
and the extensive need for core 1n relation to the meager
file handling capabilities to be realized.
While the compilers have provided ease In wr1t1n9
programs to personnel with minimal AiP training, there 1s
still a need for at least that amount of basic training
before man/machine dialogue 1s possible. Furthermore, the
programmer must receive even more training 1f he 1s to
profitably encounter a f1le-to-f1le Interface. The computer
software Industry has acknowledged this problem and as a
result the data management systems (DMS), sometimes referred
to as file management systems (FMS), are now being perfected
by numerous firms to fulfill this technological requirement.
A DKS/FXS OVERVIEW
Having realized the shortcomings of the third
generation equipment, EXEC-8 and the existing compilers,
NAVCOSSACT launched a comparative analysis of eighteen
data management systems. The DMS's, previously cited In
Chapter III, were Initially evaluated against the following
'Interview with R. R. Wh1tt1ngton, op. dt .
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criteria by the study group. In addition to the hardware,
executive and compilers, the group established these features
as basic requirements for the accompli shment of CNOCOH/MIS
objectives.
Mandatory Features
i , imrima.wm Mi itf iiimiBr-. i »m »wi>
1. Direct access of fields used as retrieval/
update arguments.
2. Command macro languages for file description,
maintenance and retrieval.
3. On-line/remote capabilities for retrieval
and update.
4. Efficient use of immediate access devices
for data base storage.
5. Standard system formatted outputs and user
defined flexible repcrt formats.
6. Implementation within a reasonable time at
a reasonable cost.
Desirable Featuresinn i ii nm iiiiiih. I ii nil-
1. Mult1~f1le capability for both maintenance
and retrieval or Its equivalent.
2. Hardware Independent source language of
Implementation.
3. Capability of Interfacing with POL and At.
coded programs for sophlstocated applica-
tions beyond the scope of the Interval command
languages.
4. Input data validation.
5. Data base integrity and access rights to
the field level during simultaneous on-line/
batch processing.
6. Optional usage statistics to the field
level
.
7. Conversational language capability for all
modules.
8. Capability to change the file description
(without regenerating the entire field) and
automatically maintaining the credibility of
the data.
U. S. Department of the Navy, A Study an d Evaluation
of Data Management Systems , op. dt . , r>p. 16-w."
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Seven of the systems survived the Initial evaluation
and were then subjected to a more detailed analysis. The
technique used for this phase was developed by Informatics,
Incorporated for the A1r Force 1n 1967.
Each of the DMS's were graded against 279 criteria
which made up the following categories;
(1) file definition and structure
(2) file creation and maintenance
(3) query/extract
(4) access rights
(5) query output presentation
(6) extract output presentation
Appendix 6 contains the rating results of each of the seven
systems evaluated.
The study concluded that no existing DMS In Its
present state was capable of supporting the CNOCOM/MIS
concept. The group determined, however, that 1t would be
feasible to enhance an existing system to provide the desired
level of support. The DMS selected, by the evaluation, was
the Generalized Information Management System (GIM) developed
by TRfc Systems.
The recommendation was approved by CNO and NAVCOSSACT
was directed to proceed. The new hybrid was named DATAMAN III
1
ikll. . P. 55
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and 1s now 1n the proposal stage to fulfill the following
requirements;
a. Command macro languages for file description,
maintenance and retrieval. English-Uke
statements which facilitate use by personnel
with varying levels of functional and data
processing backgrounds.
b. Selective indexing capability, I.e. direct
access of items used as retrieval/update
criteria.
c. Effective capabilities for retrieval and
update 1n both on-line and batch modes.
d. Standard system formatted outputs and user
defined reports of highly sophistocated or
complex structures.
e. Capability to maintain and/or retrieve from
multiple files concurrently.
f. Validation of input data.
g. Capability for interfacing with programs coded
in procedure oriented or machine oriented
languages for computational functions beyond
the scope of the command language.
h. Data base security and privacy provisions.
1. Conversational languages with tutorial aids,
j. Optional usage statistics to the Item level,
k. Re-entrant processing. 1
C ONCLUSIONS
ml "ill ' ii « i ii ——
i
In view of the elaborate system design of CNOCOM/MIS
requiring extensive files, modules, subsystems and systems
Interface as well as the near English language on-Hne
query/processing capability, adoption of a data management
system (OMS) is not only justified but is mandatory for
system realization. Without the development and Implementation




of a DMS to fulfill the specific requirements of CNQCOM/MIS
1t would be Impossible to integrate twelve subsystems of
the magnitude of those described 1n Chapters III and IV Into
an operational entity. With the dynamic combination of
CNOCOM/MIS design, the U-1108 system with EXEC-8, existing
compatible assercblers/corapUers and DATAKAN III, the CNO
and his staff will possess the highest level of data
accessibility, processing and report generation attainable
at this time.
However, considerable effort must be given to two
weaknesses which will plague the system in the long range
if not corrected. The first of these 1s the need for a
secure data transmission media which can be used for classified,
unclassified or varying degrees of privacy information con-
currently. The second weakness is dependent upon successful
accomplishment of the first. It 1s the need to provide
the middle managers at the fleet headquarters level with
direct access capability to the IOB at the earliest oppor-
tunity. Without a timely exchange of information with these
commanders of the R seagoing Navy" CNO will never achieve the
ultimate responsiveness desired but will *. . . pour good
money after bad attempting to perpetuate 'second generation 1
system concepts into third or perhaps fourth generation
management information systems."
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Missio ns and organization. The organizational
structure of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
appears on the preceding page. The mission of each OPNAY
Division 1s described below:
O) OP-01, Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Manpower and Naval Reserve ) • To Implement the
responsibilities of the Chief of Naval Operations for planning,
programming, controlling, and appraising the Navy's
military manpower, non*mater1al aspects of manpower support
and the Naval Reserve.
( b
)
QP-0.3* O ffice of the 00N0 (Fleet Operations and
Readiness ) - To Implement the responsibilities of the Chief
of Naval Operations 1n respect to the operations and readiness
of the Operating Forces of the Navy, with the exception of
the Military Sea Transportation Service, Including their
employment, training and readiness for war.
( c ) OP-04. Offic e of the DCNO (Logistics) - To plan,
determine, and provide for the logistic support needs of
the Operating Forces of the Navy, except for those areas
elsewhere assigned, and to serve as the principal advisor
and executive to the Chief of Naval Operations on the conduct
of the logistic affairs of the Department of the Navy.
(d) OP-05, Office of the DCNO ( A1r) - To Implement
the responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations 1n
determining the requirements, force levels, and major
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characteristics In the execution of naval aviation programs,
their planning, preparation and execution; to advise on
naval aviation matters; and to represent CNO 1n naval air
operations involving relations with other government and
civil agencies.
(e) 0P-Q6. Office of the DCHO (Plans and Policy )
To develop and disseminate plans and policies, and serve
as the principal advisor to the Chief of Naval Operations
on Joint Chiefs of Staff matters and as the principal
advisor to the Secretary of the Wavy and the Chief of Naval
Operations on International politico-military matters,
Including foreign military assistance.
(f) OP-07. Office of the DCNO (Development ) - Tc
implement the responsibilities of the Chief of Naval
Operations and to assist the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Research and Development) with respect to coordination,
integration, and direction of the Navy Research Development,
Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) Program.
(9) QP-90, General Plan ning and Programming Division
Under the direction of the Director, Navy Program Planning,
to develop and operate an Integrated program planning
system for the Chief of Naval Operations, assist In the
formulation and administration of the operating budget, and
Implement the responsibilities of the Director, Navy Program
Planning with regard to Navy programs and plans related thereto.
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(h) QP-91 , Informa tion Sys tems Division - Under
the direction of the Director, Navy Program Planning, to
exercise centralized coordinating authority over Information
systems and exercise necessary direction and control of
Information systems development within Bureau, Offices,
and Commands under the command of the Chief of Naval
Operations 1n order to effect maximum practical Integration
and promote effectiveness and economy of ADP utilization;
to plan, develop and Implement and Integrated command and
management Information system for the Chief of Naval Operations.
Information systems as used herein apply to management and
command and control applications.
(1) QP-93, Kong Range Obj ectives Group - Under the
direction of the Director, Navy Program Planning, to support
the Chief of Naval Operations 1n his roles as principal
naval advisor and as principal naval executive, with respect
to the long-range objectives of the Navy, including those
pertaining to the total strategic, tactical and technological
future of seapower and other maritime-related matters
involving the security and well-being of the United States.
(j) OP-96, Director Systems Analysis Division - Under
the direction of the Director, Navy Program Planning, to
provide the Chief of Naval Operations with a system analysis
capability to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
alternatives in program and program proposals and thereby
to assist 1n the decision making process; to manage the CNO
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Study Program and coordinate this program with other Navy
Department study efforts; to review and evaluate study
results; and to Implement the responsibilities of the
Director of Navy Program Planning for conducting scientific,
analytical and technical studies through the medium of the
Center for Naval Analyses.
(k) QP-Q92 . Office of Nav al Intelligence - To
serve as the principal staff advisor to the Secretary of the
Navy and to the Chief of Naval Operations on intelligence
and security plans and policy matters; to implement the
responsibilities of the Chief of Naval Operations to develop,
coordinate and promulgate policies, plans, and programs for
intelligence and security activities of the Department of
the Navy; to represent the Department of the Navy on the
United States Intelligence Board; and to advise and assist
officials of the Department of the Navy in matters of
protocol and liaison with foreign officials.
(1) OP-094, Office of Naval Communications - To
exercise, as the communications executive to the Chief of
Naval Operations, overall authority throughout the Department
of the Navy, 1n matters pertaining to communications,
cryptology, and the radio frequency spectrum; to determine,
review, validate and approve requirements for the Department
of the Navy in these areas.
(m) P - 09.5 » Office of A n 1 1 s u bn a r 1.n e >/ a r f a r e Programs
To exercise, for the Chief of Naval Operations, centralized
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directive authority over all antisubmarine warfare planning,
progressing and appraising* 1n order to ensure an integrated
and effective antisubmarine warfare effort; to Implement
the responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations 1n all
ASW matters pertaining to the determination of requirements,
Including development, the selection of work to be performed
by the Chief of Naval Material, and the appraisal of work
1n progress for military worth and readiness; and to act
for the Chief of Naval Operations In all matters affactlng
antisubmarine warfare.
(n) OP-097, Strateg ic Offensi ve and Defensiv e
Systems - To exercise, under the Vice Chief of Naval Operations,
as the strategic offensive and defense systems executive
1n the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, centralized
coordination over all strategic offensive and defensive
force planning, programming, and appraising 1n order to
ensure Integrated and effective Navy strategic offensive
and defensive applicable orders and directives, the
responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations 1n all
strategic force matters perta1n1n§ to the determination of
concepts, vulnerabilities, requirements, Including develop-
ment, and the appraisal for military effectiveness of work
In progress.
(o) 0P~098. Office of the Assistant Chief of Nava l
Operat ions
.
(Safety ? - To act for the Chief of Naval Operations
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with respect to the direction and supervision of the planning
and implementation of safety programs throughout the Depart-
ment of the Navy (except for those areas wherein such
safety responsibility rests with the Commandant of the
Marine Corps); to act as principal advisor to the Chief of
Naval Operations in all matters concerning safety.
(p) 0P-09B, Assist an t Vice Chla f of Naval Operations /
Director of Na val A dministra tion - To execute the admlnlstra-
tlve, management, and organization functions pertaining to
shore-based activities and facilities to provide staff
assistance to the Chief of Naval Operations* to provide
required administrative support to OPNAV; and to serve as
executive to the Chief of Naval Operations.
(q) OP-007, Chief o f Information - Also as Staff
Assistant to the Secretary of the Navy, advises the Secretary
and Chief of Naval Operations on policies and methods
relative to public affairs aspects of operations and
activities. He coordinates Marine Corps public Information
matters with the Office of Information. He keeps the public
informed on the activities of the Rtvy as an instrument
of national security, and disseminates to naval personnel
appropriate Information on policies and programs of the
Navy Department.
( r ) 0P-Q08, Office of the Naval Inspector General
To Inspect, Investigate, or Inquire Into any and all matters
of Importance to the Department of the Navy, with particular
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emphasis on readiness, Including but not limited to:
Effectiveness, efficiency, and economy; personnel require-
ments, morale, welfare, and discipline; command relationships
and organizational structure; management practices, Including
naval program development and control; and to serve as
the principal advisor to the Secretary of the Navy and the
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